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It has "beeaa. my purpese 1m this thesis t© make a 
erltleal stmdy ©f ©haueer8s self-portrait as a ehara®ter 
im his writings by ©©Heating many ©f his references t© 
this person, analysing this eharaeter, and noting simi
larities and dissimilarities te ©haueer the p©et0 In 
attempt will be made t© state and evaluate some of Ghaueer8 s 
purposes in ereating this literary dramatie “1” in accord
ance with his particular genius and the literary conventions 
of his age as we know them.

I have collected a sampling of the comments of 
scholars and critics about this self-portrayal from 1844 
to If62, which I have arranged chronologically; then I have 
divided the material into three periods--! §44 to 1 fQG), If Go
to 1f4i, and 1 §41 to Ifil0 In each period the criticism has 
been separated into three groups according to subject matter 
comments about the physical appearance of the self-portrait 
or Chaucer the man; remarks about the emotional or tempera
mental aspects of either personality; and finally, obser
vations about the mental caliber of the semi-fictive char
acter or Chaucero From this sampling of criticism, the 
trend and changes in comment may be defined*

fhe organisation of the thesis follows in general 
the arrangement of material as it is given above* In the



first chapter, I have gathered together lines from Chaucer's 
works, as fred la Robinson has placed them in chronological 
order, which show the three-fold aspects of the self- 
portraito The second chapter is devoted to a very brief 
summary of some of the typical criticism of the late nine
teenth centuryg following the usual chronological arrange
ment of publication dates, and chosen as the comments apply 
to the three categories of the personalities— physical ap
pearance or age, temperament or emotions, or mental caliber» 
Chapters three and four cover the criticism from 1900 to 
1945 and from 1945 to 1962, respectively, and are organized 
on the same plan as chapter two0

Because it is most necessary to try to make a clear 
distinction between Chaucer the writer and the dramatic or 
narrative "I" or "me" in those writings, the following classi
fications will be used: (1) Chaucer, the diplomat and man of 
affairs, or Chaucer the poet, is the man who wrote the works 
of Geoffrey Chaucer; (2) the poetic or narrative "I" or "me" 
of various poems is the semi-fictitious character created 
by Chaucer the poet* This includes "Geffrey" of the House 
of Fame and Chaucer the pilgrim in the Canterbury Tales.
(3) The "Chaucer legend" is that body of conjectures and 
speculations which is outside the realm of verified facts 
pertaining to Chaucer’s life.



eiAZfll I
©ImteMng the pertly M(Jeffrey” tightly in his 

talens as he sears high above the earth, the loq.u.aeieus 
Eagle im the House ©f Eaae says t© him,

8 (Jeffrey, thou west ryght wel this,8
o o o o o o o o o o

8 o = o them s© long trewely
Hast served so emtemtyfly
Hys [Jupiter8s] blynde nevew Gmpido,
And fair Yearns also 
Withomte guerdon ever vit„
And never■»the =1 esse hast set thy wit-- 
Although that in thy hed fml lyte is== 
f© make beokys, senges, dytees,
To ryme, or elles in ©adenee.
As thorn best ©anst, in reverenee 
Of love, and of hys servantes eke,8 1

(HE II, 719I 615-625)
A little later in the Erelogae to the MW, Ghaueer writes,

And as for me, though that I kenme but lyte, 
On bokes for to rede I me delyte,

(Prologues E and 0, MW, 29-30)
These verses are typioal of the many short and long 

passages seattered throughout Ohaueer8 s works in whieh he 
refers to "1" or "me," or someone else ©onversing with this 
"me," refers to "the" or "thou," Many interesting pages 
have been written by seholars over the years interpreting

1 The Works of Geoffrey ihauoer. ed, Ered I, Eebinson, 
2nd Id, lev, (Gambridge, Mass,, 1957 e, 1933)— hereafter eited 
as Works, All gustations from Ghameer8s works are from this 
edition unless otherwise stated,. I have retained the spell
ing, capitalisation, and punctuation of this edition.

1



the r©le of the @elf-=i©rtrait, the autoM©graphical or 
possible autobiographical signifieanee of these remarks, 
and many speemlations have been made as to Qhanoer8 s reason 
for ineluding them in his writings*

In order to assemble the self-portrait whieh 
©haueer has given us throughout his writings in glimpses 
and an oeeasional longer flash, I have made an examination 
of his works in roughly chronological order as Fred H* 
Eobinson has tentatively .placed them in periods, with 
©hameer8 s references to physical appearance taken up first, 
next the emotional or temperamental aspects, and finally 
the mental caliber of this personality* lot all of the 
information given about this persona will fit neatly into 
these categories— an allusion to his possessions, for 
instance* However, insofar as possible, I shall adhere to 
the three aspects*

First, in ©haueer8 s second dream vision poem,
The House of Fame» "Geffrey" is described physically, by 
the great golden Eagle when he addresses the hapless captive 
suspended from his claws g

8Seymte MaryeI 
Thou art novous for to carve.
And nothyng nedeth it, pardee18

(HF II, 373-375)
The implication is quite plain that his dead weight is a
rather heavy burden, although it need not be*

2 Eobinson, "The ©anon and ©hronology of Ghaucer8s 
Writings," Works, xxviii-xix*



After delivering an extremely long leeture and
bidding ©effrey gaze into the vast space around him (which
only causes ©effrey to wonder whether he is really there
in person or as a ghost), the Eagle asks him,

8Wilt thou lere of sterres aught?9 
"lay, eerteynly,8 fuod y, 8ryght -naught®8 
8And why?8 8For y am how to ©ld0 8

“T he IT, T f S W T
Under the circumstances, who could blame him for using any 
excuse he could think of to try to avert another long-; - 
winded leeture on astronomy?

In Iroilus and Grisevde. written about 1385, the
larrator makes a reference to his personal appearance in
the following lines§

for I, that ©od of loves servants serve, 
le dar to love, for myn unliklvnesse.
Ireyen for speed, al sholde I therfore sterve, 
So fer am I from his help in derkmesse*

($0 I, 15-18)
The ©od of love in Prologue © to She legend of

©ood Women roundly scolds the Dreamer-Warrator for having
translated the Homan©© of the Rose, ’’that is an heresye
ageyns my lawe” (Prol0 ©, 1©W, 2§5~2§$), and for having
"mad in Englysh ek the bok / How that Grisseyde Troylus
forsok" (1©W, 264-165)0 In the course of the denunciation,
he says, "Wei wot I therby thow begynnyst dote / As olde
foies, whan here spiryt fayleth" (1©W, 161-161), and later
threatens him in the following words s

8By Sfynt Venus, of whom that I was born, 
Althogh thow reneyed hast my lay.



As ©there ©l&e foies many a day.
Thow shalt refente It, so that it shal he seneH8

The good Aloeste in her defen.ee of him to the God of love 
speaks of him as past the age for roman®eg "Whil he was 
yong. he kepte youre estate*1 (IiBW, 40©) 0

ProhaTsly the test known, self-portrait of ©hameer 
is the one in the "Prologue to Sir Thepas" in The Canter
bury Tales written shortly after the Prologue to the LG¥„ 
Harry Bailly, ("a large man he was")(GP, A 753) in "the 
murye wordes of the Hoost to Ohaueer," ©alls to Chaucer to 
appreaeh and says to the other pilgrimss

8He in the waast is shape as wel as I;
This were a oopet in an arm t8 en'braee’
For any womman, smal and fair of faoe0

, 1890-1i
Finally, in the humorous and ironioal Ienvoy de

Ohaueer £ Soogan. ©haueer ©hides his friend for having
given up his lady love at Michaelmas because she didm81 see
his distresso Soogan by his deed has already caused Venus
to weep so hard she has almost drowned everyonec Cupid
will refuse to be Soogan8s lord, and though "he wol nat
with his arwes been ywrokea / in the, n@ me, ne noem of
pure figure" (li-17)i still he may be wrathful with

o o o all hem that ben hoor and rounde of shap, 
That ben so lykly folk in love to spede*
Then shal we for our labour ban no med;
But wel 1 wot, thow wolt answer© and sayes 
8I©, ©Id© Grisel lyst to ryme and slave!8 

"“"jTBcogo,
Later in the same Envoy he mentions the faot that "while I



wag yong" I wrate pee try (40), aat new "I am dul as ded11 (41)
lew, gathering together these referenees to age and 

physieal appearanee in the self-.portrait to get a more eom- 
plete pieture, we find that the first time 11 Jeffrey" mentions 
age, he elaims to he too old to learn astronomy. This remark 
eoming from a person swinging along in space, cannot he taken 
seriously as indicating someone who is old. Any age would 
he considered too old to learn astronomy.

In frologue (A)# to the IBW, the dod of Love classes 
the Dreamer who writes ahout faithlessness in love with 
11 ©there olde foies'- who are in their dotage and do not take 
earthly love seriously. The reprimand is made for the pur- 
pose of imposing the penalty of writing legends ahout women 
faithful in love, and the tone of moek =?seriousness through
out the Prologue extends to the remarks of. the God of Love 
also. This Prologue was written after the Troilus when 
©haueer probably was in his middle forties or younger, and 
according to the conception of age in the fourteenth century, 
and especially when compared with very youthful lovers like 
Troilus, he could he considered old.

Ohaueer refers to his old age in Lenvoy de Qhaucer 
i. 8oogam using the poetic "I." The terms Mhoor," which 
means gray or white-haired with age, and "old# Grisel," 
which is about the equivalent of "old gray-heard," are used 
to describe the author. The whole poem is written from the 
viewpoint of one who considers himself old, for reference is



made to the rastgr unmsed muse ©f one wh© is "dtil as ded,M 
and he looks hack from a distance on the period of his 
youth when he competed with others in writingo Scogan 
is twitted about his love affair and the consequences of 
his actions, hut the phrases about the author's old age 
and the diminution of his poetic ability seem to be serious* 
©haueer probably was in his fifties when this last poem was 
written*

the self-portrait are "noyous for to carye,11 as the Eagle 
says to "Geffrey" in the HE, and the Host calls Chaucer 
"large in the waist," although he is a "popet*" fhe bar
rator in the Troilus cites his own "unliklynesse" for 
gaining Cupid's favor as a suppliant, even when praying 
for success in helping lovers through his poetry, and in the 
LOW the barrator=Brearner, designated as the translator of 
the Romance of the Rose and the author of Troilus and

a very unromantic concept, indeed* The author of Lenvov de 
Chaucer Ji Scogan mockingly calls himself 11 ho or and rounds of 
shap*" Chaucer has dome a thoroughgoing Job of insulting 
himself in a humorous way, all of which would make for good
fun and give many a laugh as the author ©r someone else 1

Jread the poetry aloud to a medieval audience*

Terms used to describe the physical appearance of

,, is called am "elde foie" who "begymmyst dote"—

3 Ruth irosby, "Gral Delivery in the Middle Ages,"



la taking up the emotional er temperamental 
aspeets ef the self-portrait, we find that Ghaueer mate 
many statements hearing on this faeet ©£ the personality 
®f his eeuaterpart'o- She early leek of the Bmehess. in 
whieh he adapts the conventional dream=vi@i©n peem to an 
elegy for the death of “Blaunche the lu.ohess,‘ of Lancaster, 
emheiies most of themo 4 rather ©lose ezamination of the 
first part of this poem will show the personality fuite 
plainly, and amplifications or other changes will he noted 
from later works« Ghauoer begins hy deserihimg the bemmbed
state in whieh he lives,

I have gret wonder, he this lyght.
How that I lyve, for day ne nyght 
I may mat slepe wel nygh noght;

o d o o d o d o o o
411 is ylyehe good to me==
Joye or sorowe, wherso hyt be~~
Per I have felynge in nothyng,

o o o o d  o o o o o
Befamte of slep.and hevynesse 
Hath sleyn my spirit of quyknesse 
fimt 1 have lest al Imstyhedeo

o d o o d o d o o o
„ e o hmt trewly, as 1 gesse,

I hold© hit he a sieknesse
¥hat I have suffred this eight yeer.
IniT”yet my heote is never the ner;
For there is phisieien hut ©on 
That may me heleg hut that is d©ne0 

, (IB, 1 $

In this disarmingly confidential (although oblique)
way, and with great verisimilitude, the narrator ’’I11 tells 
the reader that he has been so afflieted hy unrequited
love for a lady for the last eight years that he lives in
a melanoholy dream-like state, with his feelings numbed hy



laek ©f sleep* It is In this trying t® pass the
night away and we® slumber that he takes a book, a romances
to read, and finds the love story ©f "Beys and Aleyone"
which mentions the god of sleep* He has not heard of this
god before, and humorously says that he will "yive hym a
fether-bed" (IB, @51), "yif he wol make me slepe a lyte"
(Bl, S4f)o He falls asleep almost immediately on his book
and has a dream which he describes with a certain naiveM
and awe in the presence of incomprehensible events g

Me mette so ynly swete a sweven,
So wonderful. that never yit 
Y trowe no man had the wyt 
I© konne wel my sweven rede*

(BB, iT#-2Tf)
After the conventional spring morning opening of

the vision poems, and the participation in a drearn-like
hunt, he follows a whelp which leads him to a knight
dressed all in black sitting under a tree in the forest
grieving to himselfs

The most© pitee, the most© rowthe,
That ever I herde;

(11, 461-466)
The Irearner stands fuietly by and when he is finally 
noticed by the man greets him,

* * o as I best koude, 
lebonayrly, and mothvnm lowde*

0 0 0 0 0 . 0  0 0 0 0  
"Me thynketh in gret sorowe I yow see.
But certes, sire, yif that yee 
Wolde ought diseure me youre woe,
I wolde, as wys Sod help© me soo,
Saende hyTT yif T^Fan or may.



la this last se@meg the Dreamer shew® a very qmiet de
ferential attitude toward erne of obviously higher rank0 
He is very affable aad syeapathetie la his desire to be of 
serviee if it is ia M s  power with @ed*s help to do &o0 

Throughout these liaes the narrator speaks in 
superlativesg "I fond a tale / That me thoughts a wonder 
thing (S©~6l) i 11 o o o a sweven / So wonderful” (17S=ST7) g 
”was never herd so swete a steven” (3©7)g ”a wonder wel- 
farynge knyght 0 <> o” (452); ’’Hit was gret wonder that 
Hature / Myght suffre any oreature / To have such sorwe, 
and be not ded” (4#7=4#f)g ” 0 o o a eompleynte <> <, 0 The 
moste pitee, the moste rowthe, / That ever I herd®” (464- 
466) o Even Argus ©ouldn’t reckon ’’the wondres me matte in 
my sweven” (441), and this attitude of wide-eyed astonish
ment in the presence of so many wonderful events is typical 
of the childlike artlessness of Qhaueer’s ”1” in other 
writings as the occasion demands0

In this narrator in the 11 we find a person who has 
been suffering the pangs of unrequited love for the past 
eight years0 He turns to books for help, and reads so many 
wonderful things in his book that he is overcome by awe and 
incredulity, which lasts throughout his dream0 In the 
presence of the Black Knight, he is friendly and extremely 
deferential, as well as sympathetic with a fellow sufferer0 

First, in following up the allusions made by the 
poetical ”1” about the pangs of love from which he suffers.



we find that meet of Ohameer8 s poems deal with love amd 
lovers aad la these poems many references are made to this 
emotional state of the poetleal "1,11 the Breamer-Earrator, 
or "Geffrey," as the narrator is variously oalledo A 
pattern, although at times not a elearly defined one, may 
"be discerned in these remarks, as we examine them ehr©ne= 
logically*

In three, early poems, the poetical "I" tells of 
his suffering in nnsneeessfml love affairs, presumably in 
the oourtly love tradition* Several of the first forty 
lines whieh have been tpioted from the B1 describe his hope
less, love-lorn state which has earnsed him so mueh suffering 
"this eight yeer*" In the early Oomplaint nnto litv. suf
fering for mnrefmited love is the themeg

Bite, that I have sought so yore agoo,
With herte score, and ful of besy peyne,
That in this world was never wight so woo

o o o o d o o o o o
0 o o every woo that herte may bethynke
1 smffre, and yet I dar not to yow pleyne;

(1-3; 107=108)
Again, a variation of the same theme in A Oomplaint to his

The more I love, the more she doth me smarts*(10)
An abrupt change in his emotional state may be noted 

in the HP when the Irearner, representing himself as one who 
is in eomplete ignorance of love, or a stranger to love, 
describes the love story of Aeneas and Dido as shown on the 
walls of the Temple of Venus* He outs himself short with



the remark, "Why she tali I emie&ver to tell more of their 
love?"

I kaa not of that faeulte0
(HP I, 248)

Again he shifts his attitude im the HP, and this 
time he is shown as one who has served hove long without 
"being rewarded* The Eagle tells Geffrey that Jove is re
warding him for his serviee to Venus and Cupid "by a trip to 
the House of Pame to learn tidings of lovers for his future 
writing* The Eagle says,

Certeyn, he hath of the routhe,
That thorn so longe trewely 
Hast served so ertentyfly 
Hys blynde nevew iupido.
And faire Venus also. 
fTthoute guerdon ever yit.

. And never-the-lesse hast set thy wit—  
Although that in thy hed ful lyte is—
To make bookys, songes, dytees,
In ryme, or ©lies in eadenee,
As thou best earnst, in reverenee 
Of hove, and of hys servantes eke,
That have hys servyse soght, and seke;
And peynest the to preyse hys art.
Although thou haddest never parts

Geffrey is told later In the same speeohg
* o* thou maist goo in the daunee 
Sf hem that hym lyst not avaunee*

Again a profession of eomplete ignorance about love
is made at the beginning of The Parliament of Powls as it
was in the HP:

Per al be that.1 knowe nat love in dede,
He wot how that“he quiteth folk here hyre*

(PP 8-9)



fkens ehanging agains the Dreamer in the Parliament is
designated as one who has been a lover or tried unsmeeessfully
to be one, and now has lost his taste and eapaoity for ro-
aaneso As he hesitates before the gates of ”that blisfml
plaoe,” nndeeided whether to enter or flee after reading the
sign that Disdain and "Damnger" are the guides whieh could
lead one to the "sorweful were" where trees and animals
perish, Affryean, his guide, shoves him through the wide
gates, telling him,

"But dred the hot to some into this place,
For this writ pig nys nothyng ment bi the,
He by non, but he loves servaunt be?
For thow of love hast lost thy tast, gesse,
As sek man hath of swete and bytternesse*
'But natheles, although that thow be dul.
Tit that thow earnst not do, yit mayst thow s@6

For the first time, a consistent attitude of
ignorance of the "wonderful werkynges" of love is maintained
in the Trollus and Qrlseyde, a complete reversal from his
stand as a courtly lever in the three poems already cited,
namely, the BB, The Qomnlaint unto Pity and A iomplalnt to
his ladya In the Trollus, instead of serving Venus and
Supid without reward as in IF (17=1#), the servants (or
lovers) who hold allegiance to Venus and Oupid are served by
the poet. He invokes the help of Thesiphene so that the
poem will be a success and then explains why he does not
pray directly to the @od of loves

For. I, that Sod of loves servants serve.
He dar to love, for



13
Ireyea. f©r speedy al sholde 1 tk©rf©i*@ sterve, 
S© fer :#i I from M s  help la derknesseo

($0 1, 15-1S)
?©r as myn auetour seyde, so sey !<,
Ifc though ̂  speek ©f love 'o.afelynglv.
1© weadre Ts, f®r it aothyag ©f mewe is;
A blyad man kan nat flmggen wel In hewls0

---------~,(fr'ir7sfetTr — — —
In the LGW a dlf£eren©e in attitude toward love

is shown between Prologue (1)1* and Prologue (A)G, whioh
Lowes,, Tatlook, Kittredge and Eo"binson have taken to "be the
revised form of (B)P0̂  in the (B)P Prologue the pee tie 111”
is a worshiper in the eourtly love tradition of his "lady
sovereyne,* designated first as the daisyg

o 0 o o o o Of al the floures in the mede, 
Thanne love I most thlse floures white and red, 
Swiohe as men ©alien daysyes in our t®un0

o o o o o o o o o o
And % love it. and ever ylike newe,
And Tv ere shal, til that myn herte dye0 
Al swere I mat, of this I w©l nat lye g 
Iher loved m©

Then the narrator asks lovers t© help him praise "this flour 
aryght," hut he himself will do the best he ©an; for, he 
explains,

0 o o 1 do yt in the honour 
©f love, and eke in serviee ©f the flour 
Whom that I serve as I have wit ©r myghto 
Ihe is the ©lernesse and the verray lyght 
That in tMs derke world me wynt and ledetho 
The hert lm°wlth my sorwfull brest y@w dredeth 
And loveth so sore'that ye ben yerrayly 
The malstresse of my wit-r-and nothing I.

o o o o o d o o o o
Be ye my Mde and lady sovereyme 1_  ̂  ̂  s ™  ̂ r0lo 94)

wight hotter in his lyve* 
“TfroirTSTf, LGW, 4T-43; 56-59)

4 Eobinsen, Works. p0 839o



later the Breamer in the dream-*vision is aeeused by the Sod 
of hove,

And thow my foo. and al my folk werreyest,
And of myn olde servamntes thow mysseyest,
And hynderest hem with thy translaeionn,
And lettest folk from hire devooiomn 
To serve me. and boldest it folye 
To serve hove0

(Prol. (B)F, 3ai-*31T)
The age of the Dreamer is not mentioned by either the Sod
of hove or Aleeste in her defense of him, when she tells the
Sod of hove that

The man hath served yew of his kunnynge.
And fnrthred wel yomre lawe in his makynge0
Al be hit that he kan nat wel endite.
Yet hath he maked lowed folk delyte 
To serve yow, in preysimge of your mame0

(Prolo (B)F, 411-41S)
The penanee she eraets from the Dreamer is, in her own words

A&& thogh the lyke nat a lovere bee.
Bpeke wel of love; this^penanee yive I thee*

(Irol* (1)F, 4 # =4#1)
In other words, the poetie "I" is a lover with a sovereign 
lady in the courtly love tradition, and no mention is made 
of his age at any time*

In contrast to this, in the revised (A)§ Prologue, 
the larrator describes a May day in the country and says 
that he likes to be outdoors all day long admiring the signs 
of spring in nature, and that he especially likes the beau
tiful red and white daisies* I© mention is made of.wor
shiping a daisy or a sovereign lady* He dreams in his 
"lytel herber1’ (i©4) of the God of Love and his court, and 
as we saw in lines 1S5-1S2 and 313-316, he is aeeused by



the Gk)& ©f L©ve of being a foe of love and ©ailed an old
fool in his dotage* iloeste in her defense of him also
alludes to his age when she says to the @©d of Itoves

The man hath served vow of this konmynge«
And forthered wel yonre lawe with his makynge* 
Ihil he was vong. he kente vomre estatg 
I not wher he. be now a renegat*

(Irolo (A)®, Ii0¥9 397=401)
I© mention is made of love or somrtly lovers before the
dream begins, and the Brearner is represented as serving the
God of love only through his writings, or, at the most,
"keeping his estat" while he was yo^ng*

Thus, it may be seen that the emotional pattern in
Qhaueer8 s self-portrait as far as attitudes toward love are
eoneerned undergoes a eomplete ohange from his early poems,
The ©omplaint unto Pity, A Gomplalmt to his lady, and The
look of the Buohess. where the protagonist ©laims, with a
great deal of verisimilitude, that he suffers all the pangs
of unrequited love, to a ©onsistently maintained attitude
of an outsider or a mere observer of the affairs of lovers*
Within this role as an observer, he is represented as having
served love when he was young (in the drearn-visions of the
HP, IP, and (A) §• Prologue to LGW, and throughout the TG for
©me reason or another)* Progressing ehronologieally in his
works, we find, in the (1)1 Prologue to 1GW, the eourtly love
tradition is upheld as the narrator worships a "sovereign
lady," while in the (A)@ Prologue, the older Ireamer is not
a lover, but merely writes about love*



Slosely eoimeeted with the s@l£=p©rtralt of a 
hmahle, mi1 ©warded lover, or @m@ who knows nothing per
sonally ahornt love, are other attributes of the meek,
©redmlous, deferential and affable personality first pre
sented in the B0O These temperamental aspects of the 
dramatis persona are eoupled with some of his mental capa
bilities, particularly in the HP and Prologues 1@W, and will 
be considered together in order to avoid repetition of 
passages.

We find that Geffrey in the HP again speaks in 
superlatives about many things. He tells us that no man
ever had 61 so wonderful a drem as I, / The tenth© day now
of Beeembre,” (HP I, #1-63), and after wandering around in 
the temple of glass and looking at the story of Troy, he 
ezelaims,

*A, lord!8 thought© I, "that madest us,
Yet sawgh I never such noblesse
Of ymages, n.@ sueh riohesse,
As I saugh graven in this ehirehe.1

(HP I, 47©-473)
The ©astie he finds on the top of the "roohe of yse" is so
'’womderlych ywrought” that all the men alive do not have
the skill to describe it, let alone his humble wits.

The Eagle has already told him that he has "ful 
lyte wit" in his head (HP II, 1©-21) although he makes 
"books, songes, dytees," and in the role of a teaeher he 
finds Geffrey so oompliant and meek with his monosyllabi© 
answers agreeing to the long erudite lectures, that he is
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eomriLs.eed that he ean "lewedly t© a lewed man / Speke” 
(HI* II, SSS-S67)o He informs ©effrey that Jove himself 
has taken pity on his sorry state, whieh he deserihes as
follows:

0 o o o a© tydynge eometh to thee. 
But of thy verray neyghehores,
That duellen almost at thy tores, 
Thom herist meyther that a© this; 
lad when thy labour doom al ys,
Ind hast mad alle thy rekenyn.ges„ 
lasted# of reste and mewe thymges, 
Thou goost horn to thy house anoon; 
And, also domb as any stoon,
Thou sittest at another book 
Tyl fully daswed ys thy look, 
ind lyvest thus as am heremyte, 
Although thyn abstynemo® ys lyte,

(Hf II, S4B™6i©)•
Again in Book III,

Sueh routhe hath he of thy distress®,
That thou suffrest debonairly—
And west thyselven outirly 

of alle blyso
1 W  in, i©ii-aois)

It is important to note that ©effrey does not say
this about himself, but the Eagle says it about him. However,
it is ©effrey who, with wry humor, implies that he is not
treated kindly by someone at home?

11 Awak,8 to me he [the Eagle] seyde 
Byght in the same veis and stevene 
That useth ©on I, koude nevene;
And with that veis, soth for to seyn,
My mymde earn# to me ageyn, 
for hyt was goodly seyd to me.
So nas hyt never wont te be,

” rHFlT,”560^566)
He also alludes humorously to his straitened elreumstanoes
when he deseribes the House of fame, plated with gold half



a £©ot tki©k, "of wMeh to lit© al in pouehe is" (HP III,

The narrator in The Parliament of.Powls. an ampli-
fieatien of the stmdiems hermit of the HP, tells ms of the
awe and reverenee he feels for hooksg

Tit happeth me fml oft© in hokes reede 
Of his [IiOTê s] myrakles and his erewel yreo 
There rede I wel he wol he lord and syrei 
I dar mat seyn, his strokes heea so sore,
Bmt 8 §od save swieh a lord18 earn no moore, 
Of msage— what for lust and what for lore-™
On hokes rede I ofte„ as I row teldeo

He finds an old hook, he tells us,
ind thereupon, a oerteyn thing to lerne,
The long© day ful fast© I redde and yerne0

0 0 0 6 0 6 0 0 0 6
o o o out of old© hokes, in good feyth,
Oometh al this new© soienee that men lere0

(If, t§™11| 24-25)
The hook he reads is the "Dreme of loipioun," and "fulfyld
of thought and husy hevynesse" (Sf), he falls asleep and
dreams ahout the same thing he has heen readings At the
end of the poem, when he awakens, he turns to other hooksg

0 o » «, and othere hokes tok me to,
To reede upon, and rit I, rede alwer.
1 hope, ywis, to rede se som day
That I shal mete som thyrng for to fare 
The het. and thus to rede I nyl nat spare0

Again in the Troilus. the narrative "I” demonstrates
a dependernee upon his "auetour" and his hooko He says,

lishlameth me, if any word he lame,—  
for as mym auetour seyde, so sey 10

o d d o o d o o o d
Hyn auetour shal I folwen, if I konnec

(TO II, 1i-18?



This in loth Inelogme F ant § to the Iidli
as the protagonist tells of other poets who hare written
very good poetry praising the daisy and shows his humility
and his dependenee upon what is printed in looksg

ind 1 come after gleaning here and there 
And am ful glad if I may finde an ere 
Of any goodly word that they ham le£t0

o o o o o o o o o o
But wherfore that I spak, to yeve credence 
To lokes olde and don hem reverence.
Is for men shulde autoritees leleve,
There as there lyth non other assay ly prove*

o o o o o d o o o o
ind as for me. though that ay wit le llte.

Qn lokes "for to rede me delyte
ind in myn herte have"hem in reverence,
ind to hem yeve swieh lust and swioh oredenee

(Irolo G, LGW, 63-651 81=84; 89-3$
(Brel. F, MW, 75-77; 97-1©©; if-

The narrator dreams of the mighty God of hove and his
company who gather in a meadow. The dreamer is so awestruek
that "lenynge faste ly under a lente1’ (234) “as.still® as
any ©tom" (236), he hopes to escape notice. He has no such
luck, however, as the Sod of hove, with a look that turns
his heart cold, sternly asks him who he is, and tells the
insignificant little author who approaches and humbly
"salewedes hym" (14©)g

8 . . . it were letter worth!, trewely, 
i worm to comen in ay syght than thow.8 
Tind why, sire,8’ fuod I, •and it lyke yow?8 
8For thow,8 g.uod he, 8art thereto mothymg -all®.8

The dreamer shows proper deference towards the good ilceste 
as he kneels lefore her in gratitude and reverence. He 
thanks her for her kindness and explains his purpose in



writing froilmt ant Qrimeyte ant translating Ik© Ramannt
of tk© Rose in tk© following seenes

I rose, ant town 1 sett© me on kme.
Znt seyte tkus, 'Matame, tke Got akove 
Poryelte yow, tkat ye tke got of l/ove 
Han maket me Ms  wratke to foryive, 
int yeve me grace so long© for to live*

o o o o k o o o o b
o » o a trewe lover© ogkte me nat to klame,
Ekogk tkat I speke a fals lover© som skame„
Tkey ougkte ratkere witk me for to kolte,
For tkat 1 of Oriseyi© wrot or tolte.
©r of tke"”Roseg wkat so myn amotomr mente,
Algateg Got wot, it was myn entente 
fo fortkere tromtke in love ant it ekeryoe*

(lr©l0 G, IiG¥, 44B-44#; 4$6-4Sl)
Gkauoer tke pilgrim in tke 01 is also teferential

ant tesorikes many of M s  fellow travelers in superlatives«
He tells of tke krave Knigkt's adventures ant sums up M s
character witk, "ke was a verray, parfit gentil knyght"
(Gen0 Irelo 72) <, Ant of tke "povre Rersomn of a loun*’ he
tells us, "a kettre preest I trowe that nowher noon ys”(524)0
Ike MWif of Bathe" was a wife not once kut five times= In
ihaueer8s worts, "She was a worthy womman al hir lyve; /
Houskontes at ehirehe tore she hadte fyve" (4g9=-46©) 0 "A
Sergeant of the law®, war and wys" (309) ant Mful riche of
excellence" (31t) is one of tke best as "nowher swieh a
worthy vavasour" (3Si)». The Host was also one of the best,
"a fairer kurgeys is there noon in Ghepe—=■ / Boolt of M s
specke, ant wys, ant wel ytaught" (754=755)o

Just as the narrator fount many wonderful things to
describe in M s  earlier poems, so ©haucer the pilgrim
appears to ke greatly impressed by this company0 However,



many times his seemingly inn®een.t remarks are cleverly 
irenieal, as, fer emamgle, his deseriitiens of the Friar, 
the Monk and the Ihysieiang

ye may wel imderstonde,11 and he might net be able t© "set 
folk in hir degree / Heere in this tale, as that they shelde 
stonde" (T44'»T4i), but he deseribes the pompous, solemn- - 
spoken and wise Merehant sitting "hye on horse," and then 
deflates him with these words of praise.

A Frere ther was, a wantewne and a merye, 
A lymytour, a ful solempne man,^ 9 <st» JU JU m<svjE.'JL9
In alle the ©rdres fours is noon that kan 
So muehel of daliamee and fair langage0

o o o o o o o o o o
fher mas no man nowher so vertuous0 
He was the best© bemmere in his hous,

"™^T©eno Fr©l6, WE-Slli 251

Bn outrider©, that lovede venerie
A Honk ther was, a fair for the maistrie

o o o o  o o o o o  o
Ye yaf nat of that text a pulled hen,
That seith that hunters ben nat hooly men,

O O O O O O 0 . 0  Q o

With us ther was a • di.<
In al this world ne wa» *lk.
To speke of phisik and of surgerye.
For he was grounded in astronomy©,.

o o b o o o o o o o
He was a verray, parfit praktisomr

o o o o o o o o o o
He kept# that he wan in pestilemee<, 
For gold in phisik is a eordial. 
Therefore he la

The Filgrim-Harrator olaims that "my wit is short

This worthy man.ful wel his wit bisettes 
Ther wiste no wight that he was in dette, 
Bo^estatly was he of “"his govemaunoe 
With his bargaynes and with his ehevyssaune@6



3?©r so the he was a worthy man. with alle.
But, sooth to seyn, !_ moon how men hym oalle<,

(Gem/lBrolo,
And he astutely eharaoterlzes the leoherous lomonour, red-
faced and covered with sores and bumps as "a gentil harlot
and a kymde / A bettre felawe sholde men noght fymde" (647-
648)o He was so generous - that, for a quart of wine, he
will let a good fellow keep a eoneubine for a year without
being summoned (649-611)„ The pilgrim is also a very quiet
fellow, although he knows so much about his fellow travelerso
When the Host ©alls upon him for a merry tale, he does so in
the following words s

'Show lookest as thou woldest fynde an hare,
For ever© upon the ground I s@ thee stare®8

(Frol® Sir Thopas, 1884-1886)
He tells the other pilgrimsg

•He semeth elvyssh by his oomtenaun©#.
For unto no wight dooth he daliaunoe®•

(Irolo Sir Thopas, 1893-1894)
In using these words, the Host is trying to break the sober 
and thoughtful silence which has been thrown over the pil
grims by the Irioress8 s Tale and to create a happier mood 
by his Jocularity® His remarks take the form of Jesting 
with the quiet, Helvyssh1’ or abstracted person whom he finds 
close by, and Ghaueer replies to the Host’s invitation with 
a rhyme learned long ago, elgpiing that it is the only tale 
he knows® Gontrary to the expectations of the Host for a 
"deyntee thyng” from Ghaueer, he launches into a rollicking

burlesque of the popular long-winded romances, the Him©



of iir T3iopasa and inoi den tally gives us a lively eanl-
eature ©f dhaueer the author«,

After thirty-two verses of nonsense, the Host can
stand no more, and 1m the following seen# Shameer the short-
wltted pilgrim takes an ironieal thrust at the ’’wys, and
wel ytaught” Hosts

’Haaoore of this, for Soddes dignltee,’
#u®d eure Hooste, 5for thou makest me 
So. wery of thy verray lewednesse 
That, also wisly God my soule hlesse,
Myne eres akem of thy drasty speehe,
How swleh a rya the devel I hiteehe S 
This may wel he rym dogerel, * tfaod he0 

'Why soTr fuod I, ̂  why wlltow lette me 
Moore of my tale than another man,
8yn that it is the heste rym I kan?8

"(iir Thopas, 2109-21-18)
The bewildered Host insists that he will hear nothing else
in rhyme from Shameer, so the pilgrim obligingly complies
with ”a 11tel thymg in prose,” "Ghaucer8s Tale of Melibee,”
which contains over nine hundred long limes*

Thus in Ghaucer the Pilgrim we have the most
complex, the most versatile and humorous self-portrait in
Ghaucer8® works*



SHiPIBE II
In the late nineteenth sentuny there were many 

questions ahemt Ghaueer8 s life and works whieh sehelars 
sought to answer, sometimes from his foetryo For example, 
the date of his hlrth was not known0 Walter 8keat in his
edition of the Complete Works wrote that it eould not have

1been earlier than 113© and not later than 1340o Frederick 
Jo Fmrnivall was eonvineed that Chaueer* s wife was not theasister of Catherine Swymfordo Thomas $L leunshury ob
served that between Hi© and Hi? there was an exasperating
blank in the poet's life, and another existed between 1191

%
and 1194o In addition to these and ether unanswered ques
tions about his life, the eanon had not been defined or 
arranged ©hr©nologi©ally0

Some of the ©ritieism of the late nineteenth eentury 
will be briefly summarised in order that the tenor of it

1 Reverend Walter Wo Skeat, The .Complete Works of 
Geoffrey Ghaueer. I, xv-xvi =

2 Frederiek J0 Furnivall, Trial Forwards to my
11 Farall el - T ex t Edition of Chaucer8 s Minor^Poems" for the 
©haueer Soeiety, 2nd Series, H©0 6, pT%T, n©te0

3 Thomas E0 Iiounsbury, Studies in ©haueer. His Mfe 
and Writings. I, 59; ii-STo



may be eemtrastei with that of later years0 It is neeessary 
t© summarise the findings ©f these seholars t© avoid undue 
length in the thesis0

First, scholars examined many poems for personal 
allusions by the poet about his age and physioal appearanee0 
loumsbury referred to the HF, LGW, Envoy to 8@@&an and the
Qomplaint of Venus for valuable ©lues to the year of the
poet's birth, whieh he plaeed around 131© (I/©unsbury, I, 11= 
42)o George Lyman Kittredge agreed that these references 
quoted by Lounsbury were autobiographical in nature, although
exaggerated,and not useful for evidence of ©haueer8 s birth 
dateo^

fhe lines of the Host referring to the pilgrim- 
narrator in the Prologue to Sir Thopas as a description of 
a corpulent ©hauoer were accepted by many oommentators0 Sir 
Hieholas Harris Hieolas stated in his Memoir of ©hauoer. 
which was many times reprinted and affixed to several edi
tions of the poetical works, "It is in his own character 
only that ©haueer appears in the Pilgrimage in the General
Prologue, the lime of Sir fhopas, and in the prose Tale of
MelibeuSo J0 <Jo Jusserand, Walter Skeat, Henry Morley,

^ George Lyman Kittredge, "Lounsbury*s ©hauoer.w 
The lation. LIT (l8f2), 214=21#*

i ©haueer* s Romaunt of the lose. Troilus and ©riseyde 
and the Minor Poems, with a ITfe .of the poet by Sir Harris 
Hieolas, p* 26*



William Morris^ eited the Prologue to Sir Thopas as oom- 
taiuiug a good physieal likeness of ©haueero Adolphus Ward 
agrees that "he has drawn his likeness for us with his own 
hand," and "from this passage we may gather, not only that 
Ghaucer was, as the Host's transparent self-irony implies, 
small of stature and slender, but that he was aeonstomed to 
be twitted on aeeount of his abstraeted or absent look*"?

Summarizing the trend of eritioism from this period 
in regard to physieal eharaeteristios of the self-portrait, 
we find that many seholars aeeepted the attributes of the 
eharaeter from many plaees throughout the works as a literal 
description of Ghaueer the p©et0

In taking up the second phase of this dramatis 
persona, we find that many of the remarks made by the self- 
styled Ghaueer or the poetieal "I" about the state of his 
emotions were eommented upon extensively also during this 
period* Furmivall in 1871 was one of the most influential 
to apply these statements to Ghaueer's life and to the 
chronology of his works* He drew references from the 
Gomplaimt to Pity and the first forty lines of the IS, 
using them to show that Ghaueer suffered from a long-lasting

6 Jean Jules Jusserand, A Literary History of the 
English People. I, 341-342; SkeaTT, Works. I, liv; Henry 
Morley, English Writers, p* 3©5| lichard Morris, The 
Poetical Works of Geoffrey Ghaueer,'xvi*

7 Adolphus W* Ward, Ghaueer, English Men of Letters 
Series, vol* 1, ed* John Morley, p*



o
lev© for a highbora lady whleh. affeeted Mg' whole life, 
©ontlmlng M s  seareh 1b. the works for ©lues to Ghameer8 s 
personal life, Purmlvall ©omblned lines from the IF, the 
$0, and HF to prove to his satisfaction that the poet had 
never sueeeeded In his real love, although he had married 
latOc He eomelnded his ease for Ghaneer’s nnhappy married 
life from the HF (Fmrnivall, 11f«=1l©)0

Other scholars, "basing their eonolnslons on various 
lines from the poetry, eon tinned the l80haneer legend" of a 
long-lastimg love affair and an nnhappy marriage, F,
Fleay drew lines from the HF, Bl, and f0 to emphasise 
Ghaneer8 s long hours of toil at the eonnting house and 
evenings "buried in his books to escape from a shrewish, ©old 
and unsympathetic wife,^ Skeat listed two pages of possible 
personal allusions made by the poet in M s  works, and warned 
that this was a sandy foundation on wMoh to build up a 
serious autobiographical structure (8keat. Works„ I, lili), 
nevertheless, in commenting on line 37 of the Bl, he ac
cepted the theory from Ward and Furnivall that tMs referred
to a hopeless love affair of ©haucer8s wMch lasted for at

1©least eight years, Bernhard ten Brink in M s  History of 
literature (II, 41-48), and Jusserand in A literary

® Furnivall, Trial Forewords„ pp, S9-3G,
 ̂Frederick G, Fleay, Guide to Ghaucer and Spenser, 

pp, 37-41,
Skeat, Works. I, 463, [loteg Skeat refers to Ward's 

life of Ghaucer. p, 53»]



History of the English People (p= 272) eontinned the legend
of ©haneer' s hopel'ljs love for some imknowa person*

A vehement refutation of the "Ghauoer legend'1 was
written hy lounshury in "Pletitious Lives of Ghaueer11 pub"
lished in the Atlantie Monthly and again repeated in Studies
in Ohauoer in whleh he aooepted as possibly amtohiographieal
only one allusion from the HE-"the Eagle*s reeounting of
Geffrey's labor of "rekenynges,11 whioh might be eons trued to
mean Shaueer8s work at the Custom House, a matter of reeord*
He oonsidered all of the sentiment about love expressed in
any of Ohauoer*s poems as purely eonventional (Lemsbury,
itudies. II, i98"#©§)o William Mint©, Henry Moriey, and
W„ J0 Oourthope took reasonable attitudes toward personal

11allusions in the works* They found a few glimpses of the 
poet revealed by the self-portrait in various writings, but 
did not base any far-fetehed eonolusions on these statements* 

Grities commented on the dramatis persona* s avowals 
of love for mature and books and applied these remarks to 
the personality of Ghaueer the poet* Sir Harris observed

1 3that Prologue F, 1SW "shows Ghaueer* s deep love of lature," 
and Lounsbury agreed that in Prologue LGW, Ghaueer showed

1  ̂William Mint©, Characteristics of English Poets, 
p* 8; Morley, English Writers. pp* 147, 1W;" William J* 
Geurthope, A History of English Poetry. 1, 27#, 249-250*

®̂ Sir Harris Hioolas, Ghaueer*s Romaunt of the Rose,
Po 70*



a remarkable femtoess fer the sights and sernids ©f spring* 
The HP ©©ntained a graph!e picture of Chaucers s devotion to 
books and study, he maintained (Iioumabury, II, 1ff«l©©)0 
Mint© questioned the wisdom of taking the Mdaisy passage11 
(irol* S, MW, lf-5©) literally, as he termed it merely a 
pretty fancy (Mint©, p* 8)*

Thus, it is evident that many critics accepted 
literally protestations of love and suffering voiced by the 
poetical 11111 in early poems, particularly The Complaint to 
Pity and the BE, and connected these lines with others drawn 
from the HP, PP, and T© to form a series of personal al
lusions by Ghauoer to an unhappy love affair of many years' 
duration and an unhappy marriage, in spite of repeated warn
ings by Xiounsbury that no such conclusion could be in
ferred from the poet's works* A few critics took a rea
sonable stand and stated that the seemingly personal ref
erences were commonplace phrases in conventional poetry of 
the type Ghauoer wrote* Most critics accepted as auto
biographical data allusions by the semi-fictitious persona 
to studious habits, a love of nature, and a reverence for 
books*

in examination of the remarks of scholars about 
the mental caliber of Ghauoer's fietive narrators shows that 
many praised the author's intelligence and poetical powers 
in assuming a pose in various works * Purnivall's comments 
about the Gomplaint of Mars and the HP II, 991-999 are



typiealo He stated that the first poem shows ©haneer’s - 
knowledge of astronomy, "bmt that in the HP "he ohaffed his 
knowledge of the stars, pretending ignoranee, just as it 
pleased him sometimes to say that he eouldn’t write poetry"
(Purnivall, p0 90) <, Mint© praised "Chaucer* s artful and 
even-tempered courtesy as he deferentially protests ignorance 
of the flowers of rhetoric, throwing the hlame of disagree
able things in his story on some author he professes to 
follow; dismissing knotty inquisitions as too difficult for 
his humble' wit; and evading tedious or irrelevant narrations 
by referring his reader to Homer or * Bares8 or 8Byte8" (Minto, 
p0 10). Courthope said of the self-portrait in the BB, 
"Chaucer, whose tact in the adventure with the Black Knight 
in the BB does not shine, asks where the lady is" (Courthope, 
1, 26?)o And in commenting on the 1CW he stated, "With that 
curious want of tact which Chaucer humorously assigns to 
himself in his dreams, he proceeds to enter upon his own 
defense" (Courthope, I, 277).

That the laok of tact and the pretense of being 
ignorant and dull-witted evinced by the self-portrait is a 
clever and humorous pose of the author is the opinion of 
many writers of the late nineteenth century. That the 
narrator or protagonist is termed "Chaucer," even by those 
critics attempting to make a distinction between the poet 
and the fictional character, results in confusion between 
the semi-fictive persona and the p®et0 Commentators find



31
seemingly personal allmsiens made by the poeti© "I" in 
many poems and transfer these allusions to the life of the
p©et0



©mifii i n
§riiid@ In the first half ©f the twentieth century 

seanmed ©hameer’s w©rk@ f®r references to his age mate fey 
the self-portrait, in order to establish as closely as 
possible the year of the poet’s birth, as well as the ©met 
chronology of some of his poems= Many scholars accepted as 
autobiographical the physieal description of the pilgrim- 
narrator from the Prologue to Sir fhopas, while others 
deemed the description merely humorous„

First, we will consider the comments of critics, 
in chronological order, who accept statements fey the semi- 
fietiire narrator as indicative of ©haueer’s age; then we 
will hear from a few who disagree,.

reinforcing his assertion that the (A)© version of the 
Prologue M W  is a revision of the (B)F Prologue, John

Advancing years of the poet are shown by remarks
of the poetical "I" in both Soogam and the Envoy to The

1Qomplaint of Venus, according to Robert K0 loot. In

Livingston Lowes uses references to old age in

Robert Kilfeurn Root, The Poetry of ©hamper. 
(Boston, Houghton Mifflin ©ompany, Rev0 Idno e0 1§@S) 

of ©hamper.
PP. 76-77

P1LA. IX (1f©§), 766.
John Livingston Lowes, "The Legend of Good Women



the remark made hj the Sod of hove elassiag the protagonist
with other "olde foies” (hewes, PMLA„ XX, 787)» He warns,
however, that in the fourteenth ©emtury the deeades from
forty to sixty in a person1s life were eonsidered old age
(Lowes, IMIiA. XX, 782) 0 A general remark about old age in

3Seogan is aeeepted as autobi©graph!eal by Klttredgee Rob
inson draws on the Gomplaint of Venus for a referenee to 
Ohaueer’s ages

§haueer8s referenee to his own advaneing years (77ffo) 
though not to be interpreted too preeisely, would 
have been most natural in the nineties (Robinson, 
Works, p.e 862)»

J » S » ] ? o  fatloek eomments on the same poem and agrees with
Robinsons

Its most interesting part is the highly original 
and pathetie envoy, showing some of the pessimism 
of deolining years* This is one of Ghaucer’s poems, 
like the HP, where he uneonventionally speaks out „ 
about himself*^
Thelma Kaut^ and Margaret Salway^ use internal ref

erences to age in the Prologue M W  to substantiate a later 
dating of Prologue (A)§ as a revision of the (B)P Prologue*

George Lyman Kittredge, Chaucer and His .
(Cambridge, Mass*, Harvard University Press, 19§1, e6 1915), 
PI* 33-36.

^ John So P» Tatloek, The Mind and Art of Chaucer. 
(Syracuse University Press, 1950T, p. 8E%

% Thelma Kaut, ”Chaucer's Age and the Prologues to 
the Legend.” MLI. XLIX (1934), 87.

 ̂Margaret Galway, "Chaucer8 s Sovereign Lady. A 
Study of the Prologue to the Lefeend and Related Poems,”
MLR, XXX (1938), 164-163*



On the other hand, a few oritios found nothing of 
auto hi o graphi eal value in references to age made "by the 
dramatis personae H0 0o Ooddard places no significance at 
all on allusions to age in the LG-W, although he says that 
©haucer is speaking of himselfs "Ohaueer surely— as surely 
as any humorist that ever lived— is more likely to turn 
things topsy-turvy when talking of himself than he is to 
utter sober truth."

John Mo Manly, however, emphasises that little 
support for the view that Ghauoer was born in 1340 or earlier 
can be attached to passages in which he complains of his ad-

Qvanning age„ And George R0 Goff man classes the remarks
about old age in Scogan and Prologue G, LGW as merely 
humorous

low, taking the critics in chronological order from 
the first of the twentieth century to the mid-years, we will 
read what some of them have to say about the physical self- 
portrait. Most of them, particularly in the earlier years, 
took Ohaueer’s description of his pilgrim-narrator in the

7 H. G. Goddard, "Ghauoer* s Legend of Good Women," 
JEGP, VII, no. 4 (1908), 109.

® John Matthews Manly, Some lew light on Ghauoer.
(lew York, Henry Holt and Company, 192̂ ), p. 65. ~~

 ̂George H. Coffman, "Old Age! from Horace to Chaucer. 
Some. .Literary Affinities and Adventures of an Idea." 
ipeculum IX (1934), 269.



the Prologue to Sir fhopas as a good likeness of the poet0
f0 So Snell mentions "the rotundity11 of Chaucer* s figure—
Shaneer himself who was a storyteller on the pilgrimage111 ®
Alfred W6 Pollard writes that the remarks of the Host in the
Of "give us a pieture of Ohaueer as he imagined that other
men would see him,M and he compares this likeness to that of

11the Heeeleve portrait| Thomas E0 Enott avers that "the
reference to the size of Ohaueer* s waist is doubtless to be

12taken literally0"
In partial disagreement with the earlier critics, 

Smile Legouis maintains that in order to get a glimpse of 
©haueer*s features, we must collect all of the personal 
notations scattered through his works, realizing, however, 
that sometimes the personal allusions "smack of literary 
conventions and sometimes are largely humorous0" Classified 
as humorously autobiographical remarks are those made by. 
Chaucer to his friend Scogan in 1393 about his hear head 
and round shape0 "A few years earlier when he was nearing 
fifty," legouis continues, "he causes himself to be un
ceremoniously addressed by the pilgrim's guide, the inn
keeper Master Henry [sic] Bailly, who scoffed both at his

Frederick Jc Snell, The Age of Ghaucer. (Bondon, 
1f©1), P o  199.

 ̂ The Works of Geoffrey Ohaueer. ed® Alfred W® 
Pollard, et al„, xxi.

^  Thomas K. Enott, "A Bit of ©haueer Mythology,"
HP, VIII (191©-11), 138.



eerpmlemee ami at M s  gloomy looks611 ̂^
Tmralng to the Prolô rae to Sir 3ho#as for M s  

inf©rmatioa, John Eiwin Wells gleans these bits of antO" 
biograpMeal data about Ohaueer which he passes on in the 
following statements

The Host is moved by the Prioress’s Tale as he 
turns to Qhauoer, Beyond the Hoeeleve portrait, 
with which its details agree admirably, the 
following passage has been our only source of 
direct information as to ©kaueer’s personal ap
pearance and manner. Here we learn that he was 
stout and ’small and fair of face.’
In M s  comments on the Prologue to Sir Thopas,

Robinson illustrates the tendency of criticism to place
less reliance on the literal value of the self-portrait
as a description of ©kaucers

There has been much discussion as to the 
seriousness with which ©haucer8 s portrait of 
himself should be taken. The Mnt that his 
figure was corpulent is confirmed by the Lenvov
I. Seogan. 1. 31» (Robinson, Works, p. 73CH
Tatloek, while recognizing the humorous import of

the description of the pilgrim from the Prologue to Sir
Thopas. uses it bi©graphicallyt

The amusing words about M s  figure in middle age 
dramatically given in the Prologue to the Tale of 
Sir Thopas, 8 This were a popet in an arm t* embrace,8 
show him to have been steutish, wMch is backed up

^  Sail© H. legeuis, ©-eoffrev ©haucer. tr. L. 
lailavoix, (London, J. M. lent and Sons, ltd., 1913), p.22.

^  John Edwin Wells, A Manual of the Writings in 
Middle English, 1050-1400. (Hew Ha#en,""Tale University 
Press™ TfTfJT”



by sportive hints in other poems and by more or 
less authentie, though somewhat ©rude portraits0 ^
To summarizes Most of these ©ommemtators aooept as. 

au t obi © graphi © al remarks about age and size made by the 
narrator in ©hauoer's worksd A few regard the remarks 
about old age and corpulency as.humorous exaggerations, or 
as having no significance autebiographieally* Many foremost 
©haueerian scholars accept at full value allusions to ro
tundity and to advancing years made by the poet, when other 
evidence supports the fact that the poems were written after 
©haueer was in his forties, ©r old according to the concept 
of old age in the Middle Ages0

The second facet of the personality of the self- 
portrait, his temperamental or emotional aspect, will be 
considered next* There was much difference of opinion about 
these characteristics of the persona during the years 1900 
to 1940, and about how many of the allusions could be ap
plied to the personality of the poet* The verisimilitude 
of the Dreamer and the ©anterbury pilgrim was so great that 
many of his characteristics were assigned to ©haueer himself* 

The conflicting descriptions in the Prologue to the 
GT and the Prologue to Sir Thopas caused much comment* Was 
the pilgrim shy, aloof and abstracted as he is pictured in 
the Prologue to Sir Thopas. or was he really the sociable 
person who mingled freely and quickly became acquainted with

1S Tatlock, The Mind and Art of Chaucer, p* 1-7»



all ©f the ©ther pilgrims at the Sahara Inn? Was "Geffrey" 
from the HP and the Drearner^narrator of the BD and LGW a 
humorous ©©unterpart of the poet ©r a serious ©me? Hew 
many of the allusions were really autohi©graph!©al?

©rities from the year 19©i through 194®, taken in 
ehromologieal order, will give their views on the social 
or anti-social nature of the narra$gr or pilgrim and the 
transfer of his disposition and capabilities to 0haueero 

The eharaeteristies of the self-portrait from the 
Prologue to Sir Thopas as belonging to Qhaueer the poet 
continued to be accepted by many critics with varying inter
pretations* Robert KU loot maintained that Ghaucer the 
poet remained aloof from the world and exemplified the 
opening line of the balade. Truthi "flee fro the prees, and 
dwelle with sothfastnesse*" He reminds us, "In the Pro
logue to iir Thomas» when the Host calls upon Qhaueer to 
tell his tale, he accuses him of riding ever with his eyes 
upon the ground* The poet is apparently traveling In
cognito g (lot®s One wonders whether the Man of law in his 
reference to Chaucer was equally ignorant of the poet's 
presence*) The Host, at least, has no inkling as to the

1 g
identity of the guest whom he is entertaining unawares*"
And in the HP the Sagle tells Chaucer that he lives like a 
hermit, loot claims, and continues his autobiographical

^^ loot, The Poetry of Chaucer, p* 30*



applieatioaa in the fellouing statements
The trait t© whieh these passages all point is 

one highly eharaeteristie of Ghaueer8 s nature, a 
©ertain aloofness from the world of men and things„ 
'Elvish8 is preeisely the word, we agree, to de
scribe the peculiar elusiveness of Ghaueer8s play
ful-serious natureo If the Host is ignorant of 
Ghaueer's identity, we are not CEoot. pp„ 199-2©©)6
Thomas K0 Knott accepts the remarks of the Host

about Ohauoer the pilgrim as autobiographical, but does not
agree with the commentators Hieolas, Morley, Ward, Jusserand,

17©ourthope, Sheat, Pollard, and Root who consider that this
passage depicts an habitually reserved and aloof poetc
Knott contends that Ghaueer the pilgrim was sobered and
fuiet after listening to the Prioress's Tale and consequently
not his usual merry self0 Knott explainsg

The Host with characteristic indelicacy, blunders 
out a humorous reference to the obvious emotion 
on the poet's face* The reference to the size of 
Ghaueer's waist is doubtless to be taken literally* 
The jesting here and in the remainder of the Host's 
speech, aims to bring Ghaueer to his merry self

'Elvish' would seem to apply to the look of 
'other-worldliness8 caused by the mingling of pity 
and sympathy and strong religious feeling*

'Into no wight dooth he daliaun©e0" (lote? That 
is, he is not laughing and talking after his usual 
fashion, even the remarks of the Host failing to 
provoke the expected sally of wit) (Knott, Y.
After mentioning the surprise of the Host when the 

"vacant and abstracted" poet begins his droll recitation, 
legouis continues his autobiographical interpretation of 
this passage in the Prologue to Sir

Knott, 135=



The creator of the Wife of Bath must there
fore have had in everyday life some resemblance 
to Molilre,@who was inclined to be silent and 
melancholyi0

However, he explains that many apparently personal allusions
in Ohameer’s works whioh depict him as a lover of solitude,
a hermit who retreats to his books, a shy, self-effaoing
and eredulous person, slow of wit, stemmed from the trou-
vlres and.Maehaut, one of his French masters* In times
past, the peaceful narrator, being a man of low birth,
was forced to propitiate rough# and haughty patrons by this
method of self-ridicule* legouis comments furthers

(Shameer was one of those who turn their own wit 
against themselves, who forestall disdain and 
mockery by representing themselves as small, 
insignificant and even a trifle ridiculous *

And so ©haucer goes on in this half-mocking 
spirit, from the beginning to the end of his 
writings, and what was at first perhaps but a 
traditional 11terary attitude seems to have 
become in the end a part of his very nature (Legouis,IpTlPr-si) * •

Legouis says that the HF is a humorous poem and the original 
part of it is the second book, which contains a description 
of ©haueeri

What is delightful is the accuracy with which 
0haucer describes himself, declaring that he is 
unsuited for such exalted flights, consoling 
himself with that easy skepticism which is natural 
to him, and confessing that he prefers walking on 
solid earth (legouis, p* 92)»
Kittredge agrees with Thomas Knott in affirming 

the fact that Ohaueer has assumed a self-effacing pose as

1 s Legouis, Geoffrey Chaucer, p* 23«
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reporter of the pilgrimage and that it is not habitualo The
real Ohameer is the person who was at the Tabard when the
pilgrims arrived, as he tells mss

By sunset I had spoken with them every one, and 
was instantly admitted of their fellowship. Here 
there is no ehanee for double meaning or any 
ironioal jocosity. This beyond Question is the 
real Qhaueer 0 . . . let us banish, then, to the 
limbo of fatuous ideas, the notion that Ohaucer
was shy, along with the notion that he was naif.-*

In Kittredge’s view, however, almost all of Ghaueer's ref
erences to himself are ironioal, and he goes on to sketch 
the humorous aspects of the self-portrait from the 0To The 
pilgrims are all sobered and %uiet after the Prioress's Tale,
and the Host, to relieve the tension, falls a-jesting.

And the butt of his humor is Geoffrey Ohaucer. who 
is somewhere in the background*, riding" along in 
apparent abstraction with downcast eyes . . e „

The Host wishes to discharge the emotional 
forces, and he picks out a quiet-looking Pilgrim 
as the medium. The effect will be the greater, of 
course, if some demure person is called on for a 
tale of mirth. 'And then at erste he looked at me.' 
Hot that this was the first time that Harry had seen 
Ohaucer, but that he has not previously taken any 
notice of him. Ohaucer rides forward at the summons, 
and is put on exhibition. The others make room for 
him, and the Host comments merrily upon his fulness 
of figure. Ohaucer, then, has been effacing Mm- 
self (Zittredge, iSl-THT.
The following year John Edwin Wells, in complete 

agreement with Knott's theory that the quiet meed and demeanor 
of Ohaucer was not habitual but induced by the Prioress's Tale, 
accepts the self-portrait in the OT as autobiographical as

Kittredge, Ohaucer and His Poetry, pp. 183-184.



c o o o  "tiae usual impressleu. got from this passage 
Is uot la keeping with the oonoeptlon of Qhaueer 
as ’leading spirit in arranging the party’ (A30-34) 
and as holding intimate intereourse with the Honk 
while slyly ridieuling his remarks (Al8t)0 The 
substitute conception will by many be received reluctantly^^
That these words of Wells are true is illustrated by

the interpretations of two erities who used excerpts from
Shaueer’s works to delineate his character* In the 1920’s
Ghaueer was described as shy and aloof by Sir Arthur Quiller=
Oouch, who based his conclusions on the Prologue to Sir
Thopass ,

Through Aldgate Street, london, on any day between 
1374 and 1385 there passed to and from his work a 
stoutish man soberly clad, with a forked beard, a 
whimsical elvish face, and eyes which, while bent 
on the cobbles, somehow noted everybody and every
thing that passed* ’Thou lookest,’ he wrote of 
himself, ’as thou woldest fynd an hare, for evere 
upon the ground I se thee stare*’ The shyest of 
men to accosto ’ ”

M  appreciation of Ghaueer’s poetry and personality was
written during this decade also by W0 W0 Lawrence, who
claims *

The Hoceleve portrait illustrates admirably the 
description given by ’our Host’ of Ghaucer’s habit 
of staring on the ground as if he would find a 
hair [sic]: of his shapely waist and daintiness—
’a' "poppet’ — small and fair of face, elvish of 
countenance, ’for unto no wight doth he dalliance’— -

20 Wells. Manual. p* 70#.
81 Sir Arthur Quiller-0eueh, Studies in Literature. 

(Hew York, Q. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1922), p. 207=



meaning that with his quick wit and quiet humor 
he need how before none, because he was easily 
able to hold his own anywhere in speech and 
readinesso '

His was a simple nature,, ©haucer.was 
uncertain as to his

John Matthews Manly in the notes to his 1928
edition of Ihe Oanterbury Tales discusses the matter of
Ohaueer8 s shyness!

Ohaucer here (Irolo GT, 31) represents himself as 
taking the initiative in making the acquaintance 
of the other pilgrims0 Most editors picture him 
as shy and reserved, but their view is based on a 
mi sunders taniinge W  “
The older editors took these lines [Prologue to Sir 
Thopas. I884“1f94] as a descriptive characterization 
of Ghaucero Gertainly lines 31-32 represent him as 
far from shy, and his career as an official bears 
out this view XlfanlyT’ pT^sB”) 0
That the Prologue to Sir Thopas is a burlesque 

which shows the pilgrim8s sense of humor is Manly8 s conten
tions

The Prologue to Sir Thopas is a good-humored 
rollicking burlesque, a tour de force of high 
spirits, the brilliance of which has hardly yet 
been fully recognized.. In no other poem can we so 
plainly and clearly see Shaucer at play, having no 
end of fun with the romances and his readers and 
himself (Manly, p0 141K
Three critics in the early 19308s found auto

biographical material in the 0fo In an application of the 
scene at the Tabard Inn the Prologue OT to Ohaueer8 s

^  William W0 lawrenee, "The Personality of Geoffrey 
Ohaueer, " (1924), 321-325,

23 John Matthews Manly, Oanterbury Tales, by 
Geoffrey Ohaueer. (lew York, Henry Holt and Gompany, 1928),po
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everyday life and character, Lewes makes the fcllewing 
eommentg

And Ghaueer sat at the receipt ©£ emstom in 
the port of London, 8 at the quay called Wool- 
wharf in the Lower Ward.8 And the man who between 
nightfall and bedtime, had spoken with every one 
of the nine and twenty pilgrims at the fabard Inn 
was not the man to refrain from incidental con
versation with the mariners whose lawful occasions 
brought them to his quay. 4
I, Wo Lawrence claims also that ©haueer was really 

a friendly, outgoing person as pictured in lines 31-32 of 
the General Prologue, but he disagrees with Knott that his 
reflective mood was caused by the lale of the Prioress, 
preferring to believe that ©haueer, 11 like the ©lerk of 
Oxford and other reflective persons, falls easily into an

g>(Tabstracted mood, which is habitual0 H
Reconciling the apparent inconsistencies between 

the actions of the self-portrait in the GP and the Pro
logue to Sir Lhopas. and probably summing up the ideas of 
many scholars on the subject, P. I0 Ibbinson observes:

There has been much discussion as to the serious
ness with which ©haueer8 s portrait of himself 
should be taken „ „ <> 0 The aloofness with which 
he is taxed by the Host seems quite inconsistent 
with his own account of his conduct in the General 

Yet reticence may well have been his
social habit, as it was one of his marked literary

John Livingston Lowes, The Art of Geoffrey 
©haueer. (London, Humphrey Milford^Sen"House, So 0o, 1931)
fo 12» .

^  William W0 Lawrence, "Satire in Sir 
P1LA. L (1931), 90o



chayaeteristlcSo It sheuli. be remembered, however, 
that the Host8 s description applied particularly 
to his aspect and behavior after listening to the 
Prioress8s moving tale (Robinson, Works. p0 736)0
Q-o K0 Ohesterton gives a little sketch of the

humorous self-portrait found in ©haueer8 s writings and draws
autobiographical inferences from it:

When he [©haueer] does happen to talk about him
self, he describes himself quite as vividly as he 
describes everybody else* ' He makes fun of himself 
as he does of everybody else* The description is 
incomplete, merely because there is not very much 
of it; and, like most light descriptions of the 
sort, it does not deal with the most serious 
matterso But though there is not enough of it 
to describe a complete person, it does net shrink 
from being personal, in the sense in which we now 
speak (generally with grave disapproval) about 
personalities* ©haueer has told us that he was 
fat, and he was reluctant to get out of bed, that 
he was content on occasion to look very much of a 
fool, that he was thought to neglect his neighbours 
for his erase for books; and many other things that 
are quite private and confidential as far as they go*
A claim that the self-portrait is the most important

person introduced into ©haueer*s poetry is made by Bertrand
Ho Bronson, who agrees with Kittredge that most of ©haueer* s
remarks about himself are ironical* He explains that the
apparently very transparent personality is really complex
and many times humorous and that it is fascinating to watch
a style so deceptively simple* He continuesg

And ©haueer himself has no wish to hold ms off; he 
enjoys being watched* In fact, if he catches our 
eye, he may even wink* ([Motes When he was in the 
large temple come, I can not seym if that be 
possible, / But Venus hadde hym maked imvysible—  /

26 §.1113ert H* ©hesterton, ©haueer. (London, Baber & 
Faber, Limited, 1938), P* 94*
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Thus se%±h the bok, withouten any les [LdW? 1019-
1022])od ‘

Sir Thonas is in some ways the best of all the tales, 
and uproariously funny„ It is funny in itself as 
a delicious burlesque of a kind of thing they know 
well and of which they have of late been growing 
increasingly weary| it is funny in its context| in 
the mock solemnity with which Ehaueer has given it 
to himself as his serious contribution, the best he 
can do in the line of storytelling; and in the 
completeness with which it falls flat for Bailey, 
after his high expectations of 'som deyntee thyng* 
(Bronson, p0 39)°
Commenting on the mildly ludicrous effects of the

so-called social blunders of the self-portrait in the BD,
Earle Birney stresses the humor of the latter characterisations

He manages to draw more attention to his Dreamer- 
self than to the black mourner6 We are distracted, 
a little shocked, but yet amused and permanently 
interested in a Dreamer who is such a bourgeois as 
to blame Dido because she dies for love (734), be 
delighted and surprised to find nei#ier holes nor 
cracks in his dream windows (5S1-325-), imagine, that 
a lady’s beauty is relative to the observer (l©47ff«), 
and think that a knight could conceivably regret 
having loved intensely (1112 ff0)„ These social 
’breaks’ of the Dreamer have narrative function, of 
course, but their mildly ludicrous effect must have 
been calculated,,

o o o o his audience had to wait for the perfection 
of his jovial self-depreciation, in the HP0

It will be some years, too, before his little 
literary jokes will evolve into the frank burlesque 
of the Burse, „ „ „ or the exuberant parody of Sir 

(Birney, 654)„ -

2? Bertrand H0 Bronson, "(Dhaueer’ s Art in Relation 
to His Audience," five Studies in Literature. (Berkeley, 
University of Ualifornia Dress, 194©T, p0 Slo

Earle Birney, "The Beginnings of Chaucer’s Irony," 
BMLA, LIV (1939). 645.
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la summarizing the remarks of these critics about 

the temperament of the self-portrait of Chaucer, we find 
that all of them interpret some of the lines from the GP or 
from the Prologue to Sir Thopas as autobiographical as they 
discuss Chaucer the poet* Some, particularly in the first 
two decades of the twentieth century, adopt the view from 
editors of the late nineteenth century that Chaucer is a 
shy, retiring person; some think that he is a friendly, self- 
assured man of the world; others attempt to explain the ap
parent contradiction in the two views0 Many find irony and 
humor in the self-portrait.

We will next consider comments on the emotional 
aspects of the personality.of the semi-fictive self- 
portrait and Chaucer the poet, using a sampling of criti
cism arranged chronologically from 1900 through 1940,

During the first half of the century, there was 
much speculation as to whether Chaucer suffered from un
requited love for a high-born lady and whether or not his 
marriage was happy. In the first two decades several 
Chaucerian scholars revealed his use of sources for many 
seemingly personal allusions on which the "Chaucer legend" 
which was given so much impetus in the late nineteenth cen
tury was based. Still the question of what to accept and 
what to reject as autobiographical statements made in the 
self-portrait plagued many critics.



Aligaiiig Mas elf with these eommemtators who fewmd 
very few remarks of aa autobiographical nature in the 
Complaint to 11tv. the B! and IGW, Snell remarks that it 
is perfectly possible that Chaueer could have been in love 
with some maiden of higher rank than his own during his 
younger years, and also possible that his own fancy could 
dictate the warm feeling shown in the Complaint to Pity, 
but Chaue er laid French originals freely under contribution, 
and the elaborate structure contradicts the notion that it 
was indited without external aids and inspirati©a0 The same 
consideration weakens our faith in the sincerity of Ms 
emotions. The feeling is largely, if not entirely, arti
ficial 11 (Snell, The Age of Chaucer, p, 133), He states 
that it is plain from internal evidence that Shaucer drew 
largely on Maehaut* s Bit de la Fontaine Amoureuse for the 
Bl, and only the elevated feeling and unmistakable personal 
note redeem it from being a skilfully wrought mosaic, and 
therefore not worthy of much praise (Snell, p, 143)»
©haucer's confession of faith and much religious sentiment 
concerning the daisies in Ii&W were perhaps taught him by 
Froissart, surmises Snell, and then surprisingly he con
tinues with the following statement which he applies to the 
life of the poets

All day long CShaueer tarries in the company of 
M s  1 empriee,1 listening to the notes of the small 
birds. Then the sun fares to the west, the daisy 
shuts, and the poet speeds home to his house. His 
flower-strewn couch is in a little arbour, and with
in an hour or two he falls asleep (Snell, p, 108),



Pollazi agrees with Snell that the Complaint to 
Pity is a very artificial poem, and observes that if it 
is not oonneeted with the first forty lines of the BB, 
there is no elue given about the meaning of the eight 
years* "siekness," and the ©me "physician" who eould heal 
ito However, these limes may express "nothing more def
inite than the vague melancholy and unrest apt to beset 
young poets when they do not see their way elear® It is 
possible that the allusion is to a love unrequited. It is 
idle to speculate.Chaueer gives us a picture of himself 
in the following passages, Bollard maintainss

We may note the well-known passages in the HP 
(139-192) and the liW (lf-5©), in whieh the poet 
alludes to his studious habits and love of flowers. 
and the remarks of the ‘Host in the Cl"!B1 
when he calls upon him for his story. These give us 
a picture of Chaueer as he imagined that other men 
would see him (Bollard, xxi).
In a long artiele about the Prologues of the LGW 

this same year [1904] Lowes proved conclusively that many 
expressions and terms used by Chaucer which had been ac
cepted as personal declarations of real or courtly love 
were really translated conventional phrases from french and 
Italian poems. He quotes many parallels to show that the 
first part of Prologue B is from the Lay de franchise of 
Deschamps, and the second part from froissart* s Paradys 
d* Amours. He then says that froissart*s framework is

29 jke Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, ed. Alfred W. 
Pollard, (London, Macmillan and Company, ltd., 1904, c. 1898),



filled, out "by
the ©Id eouvezitional ahstaraotiens, while Ghauoer’s 
serves merely as a ©lever devise for setting forth 
the vividly eonerete details of his own ooetieal 
fortunes, past, present and t© comeo^™

Prom the Preneh contemporary poets, "Shaueer used 1glenings
here and there1 for the first twenty-six lines— from Machaut's
Bits from Froissart's Paradvs d1Amours, his Bittie, and Be
>1011 mols de Mayg and from Besehamps' Bay de Franchise.n
according to Bowes (PMBA, XIX, 651)» Still commenting on
Prologue (B)F, BSW, Bowes notes that Ghaueer uses Boeeaeoio's
Bllostrato as a source, and under this influence changes his
praise of the daisy from the third person to the second
person in the passage which he quotess

The beautiful passage in B alone, in which the 
flower is apostrophised as 'the olernesse and the 
verray light8 is taken almost bodily from the 
opening stansas of the Bllostrato:

She is the olernesse and the verray lyght 
That in this derke world me wynt and ledeth*
The hert in-with my sorwfull brest yow dredeth 
Ind loveth so sore that ye ben verrayly 
The maistress© of my wit, and nothing I»
My word, my work ys knyt so in your® bond 
That, ao' ̂ n harpe obeieth to the hond 
Add maketh it"soune after his fymgerynge, 
lyght so mow© ye out© of myn hert® bring®
Swieh vols, ryght as yow lyst, to laugh® or pleyae, 
Be ye my gide and lady sovereynel
—  ̂  ^-- ^ r % r ( W f # W ? )(Bowes, PMBA. XIX, 618)

Gontinuing his discussion, Bowes states that the "intro
duction to the Bllostrato was intensely personal,. It is

5° John livingston Bowes, "The Prologue to the Begend 
of Good Women as.Related to the French Marguerite Poems, and 
the Fllostrato." PMBA. IX (1fQ4), 651»



M s  lady [Boeeaeeio8s lady Flammetta] who, im the lines 
already quoted, he declares to he M s  light, M s  lodestar11 
(Bowes, 622)o Bowes writes that many commentators [Skeat, 
ten Brink, Purnlvail, Pollard, Snell] have taken phrases 
from the passage just quoted to show that “the poet Intends 
both the daisy and Aloeste, who is mentioned later, to 
serve as a veil to the identity of good Queen Anne" (Bowes, 
666)a He then makes his point that if we turn to the mar
guerite poems and the Pilostrato for the specific borrowings 
which Ohaueer made,

» o e it will be seen that every one of the phrases 
on which the identification of Aleestis with the 
Queen has been made to rest— the 8verray light,8 the 
8love and drede,8 the 8 @yd®,8 the 8 ertMy god,8 the 
8 lady soverevne8 — every one of them must be treated 
as oommonplaces taken over from the original30

The" inference that^the phrassT~rlady sovereyne8 
carries per se a reference to the Queen is seen to 
be absolutely without warrant (Bowes, 670)»

In a note Bowes says that “the term 8lady sovereyne8 is used
in the PP (416, 422) by the tercel to the formel, who does
probably represent Anne of Bohemia0 But there once more it
stands merely for the conventional relation of lover and
lady." he emphasises, "as also in the Qomplalnt of Mars (215),
and Anelida and Arc!te (252) (Bowes, 670, note)0 He sums up
M s  findings about the conventions used in Prologue (B)P, B&W:

Every reference in B, moreover, to the daisy as 
8she8 or 8her8 is again, as a glance at the Preneh 
or Italian parallels will show, simply the adoption 
of the typot. In a word, Qhaucer8 s marvelous power 
of vivifying such a convention until it becomes more 
lifelike than other men8 s transcripts from reality— >



witness the meomseicma'ble time the theory ©£ 
his suppesei eight years ©f mmregmitei love has 
"been a-dyimgl--seems ©nee more to have deceived 
the very elect (howes, 671)o
He praises Ohaueer1 genius and speculates about

the poet8s mention of "myn hous” and the "litel herber that
1 have" [I’rolo LdW, 200-209] and indicates that they
cannot be taken literally as Ohaueer has probably given

31his usual verisimilitude to a poetic fancy0
Robert E0 Root in the Poetry of Ohaueer (p0 141)

agrees with Bowes "that Ohaueer closely modeled the passage
in Prologue 1 of the LOW (84-94) on a passage of fervent
devotion in the Proem to Pilostratoa where Boccaccio is
addressing not a flower, but his lady Fiammetta." However,
he differs with Lowes8 conclusion that the poet8s statements
of devotion are mere convention, as he maintainsg

To the present writer the conclusion seems inevi
table that under the twofold type of the daisy and 
of Aleestis the poet is praising some living lady*
If so, it is highly probable that the lady is none 
other than Queen Anne."to whom, as we know from 
Ohaueerrir©wn words, the book was to be formally 
presented 8at Bitham or at Shene8 (loot, p0 142)a
luring the same decade W* Owen Sypherd published

an article about the B! in which he explained Ohaueer8s
reference to "eight years8 sickness0" He cites twelve
examples of the same type of lengthy sickness from the Old
French chansons and the contemporary French amorous poetry
in which reference is made to a wound caused by Love or

31 John Livingston Lowes, "The Prologue to the 
Legend of Good Women Considered in Its Chronological Re- 
lations7r PMlA,"lSfTl90f) 9 771.,



Loire8 s dart, resulting in an unreal or artificial sickness
which requires a unique cure, and then concludes?

Tet in these conventional love complaints there 
is not the impression of actuality nor the 
seemingly personal element which we find in 
Ghaucer0 The explanation of the difference lies 
in Chaucer8 s Individual treatment of this con
ventional love materiale

With his almost perverse ingenuity in shaping 
material to his own ends, and with his wonderful 
ability to stamp the material with his own personal 
seal, he leaves an impression often on on@8s mind 
that here is undoubtedly an expression of Chaucer8s 
own feelings or experience. The material and ideas 
which Chaucer makes use of in his love poems are.
commonplacei the treatment is individual, -32

Sypherd also explains that the Hf is primarily a 
conventional dream poem on the subject of love, and that 
there is nothing autobiographical in Chaucer8 s representing; 
himself as a servant of Love. He stresses Chaucer8 s genius 
in having "the happy idea of representing himself as having 
labored long in the service of 8 Cupido and fair Venus,8 also 
8without guerdeun ever yit,8 and as now to have a partial 
reward. It naturally follows that the description would be 
as personal and lifelike as possible.88 and the Sagle8 s 
speech "gives us information, whether real or fanciful, 
about the condition of the poet.

Sypherd cites several scholars--ten Brink in his 
Studien, H. Wlllert8 s dissertation on the HF, and 1.1.Snell

j2 W. Owen Sypherd, "Chaucer8 s light Years8 Sickness, 
M M . XX (1903), 243.

W. Owen Sypherd, Studies in Chaucer8 s Hous of Fame 
pub. for the Chaucer Society, Ind series, Ho. 39,"̂ (London: 
Kegan, Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., ltd., 1907), I, 169-170.



in the Fourteenth Century— who have expounded the theory
that Ghaueer is making autobiograph!©al statements about 
his unhappiness in love, his life of unremitting toil, and 
his lack of fame„ He disagrees with the conclusions of

Ghaueer was not dissatisfied with himself and his 
burden at the time of the composition of this poem. 
He has confidence in himself and he shows it, when 
he says 11 woot myself best how I standee * Hhy 
should we""take this little bit of pleasantry as a 
serious understatementf°TBypherd, Studies. I."¥77= 

Chaucer tells us^HF II, 65‘2.̂ 6'So) that after a 
hard day's labor at his 'rekeninges,' he goes home 
and sits at his books, instead of seeking rest or 
frivolous things | indeed he lives thus as an hermit«, 
But the last line 'although thy abstinence is lyte.8 
showing the Jovial mood of the poet, gives us the 
key to the situationo Chaucer's mood throughout is 
|©via! and bri^T%#ypher, Studies, II, 557) o
Representing some of the writers who found many auto

biographical statements in Chaucer's works during this pe
riod, George G„ Ooulton in his Chaucer and His England (1908)

Heavily as we may discount the autobiographical 
touches in his early poems, there is still quite 
enough to show that, from his twenty-first year at 
least, he spent many years of love-longing and un
rest. and that (as in Shakespeari^-caslTj differences 
of rank added to his despair „ 0 = There is more 
than mere graceful irony in the beautiful lines with 
which, a few years later, he begins his Troilus and 
Crlseyde, He is (he says) the bondservant of Love, 
one whose own woes help him to comfort others' pain*# 
o 0 ,34 The Euler of the Gods, therefore, has taken 
pity on the poet's lonely life (HF II, ill if*) 
(Coulton, p, 94)o

these commentators in the following statement in which he 
stresses the jovial mood of the poems

writes:

And Andrew Lang in his of English Literature (1912)

34 george G, Coulton. Chaucer and His England. (lew 
York, G, P, Futnam's Sons, 1 ,



agrees that the Gomolai&t t© Pity is eenventiemal, hut has
his era unique interpretation of the first part ©f the BDg

The eight years ®f insomnia* deserihed. ®@ pitifully 
that the passage seems aut©hi©graphieal, perhaps 
stems from the fast that Ohaueer’s nerves were 
shattered by the eir©urnstan©es ©f his capture and 
durance in 136©* f©r prisoners of war were treated 
with great cruelty* placed in holes under heavy 
stones* or locked in wooden cag^So^®
That Ohaueer1s apparent shyness, self-effaeement and

credulity in his poems was a pose which he had adopted from
the trouvlres is the belief of hegouis, as we have seen0 He
agrees with Sypherd in his Interpretation ©f the HP?

Considering the light and playful tone of the work, 
it doesn81 seem possible to admit with Ten Brink 
that the misunderstood poet, the official* debarred 
by his daily work from attaining the fame he coveted,

Begonia also explains that the poet turns his wit against 
himself and poses as a mistreated and unsuccessful loverc 
"he has married, certainly* but has suffered so much that 
he is not likely to be caught again*" says Legouis (p. 25)„
He also warns that we should not take too seriously reve
lations from Ohaueer8s poems which sometimes "smack of 
literary conventions and sometimes are largely humorous" 
(Begonia, p. 22). Then, apparently unmindful of his own 
advice, he interprets passages in the HP, Benvoy d© Ohaueer 
i Bukton. and Complaint to Pity, and comments on Ohaueer8 s 
marriages

Ohaueer8 s marriage, .judging by the many remarks he

Mdrew ¥= Bang, History of Hnglish literature, 3rd 
edo, (Bondon, Bongmans dreen and Go,, 1 §13, c„” 191 S'f™" Po" 84.



makes on the misfortunes of matrimonial life in 
general. and by a few direot allusions ofHETs own, 
does not seem toTiaye given him unalloyed happiness» 
He eomplained of the harsh voiee which pulled him 
out of bed every morning by shouting ,Awaki1 (HP II, 
560) o It, was not only by his loose morals and - 
amorous verse that the poet may have alienated a 
oompanion of whose shrewish nature we seem to get 
sundry glimpses.

In any ease, after Ghaueer had become a widower 
in 1387s he gave himself out as having full practical 
knowledge of,the 8sorwe and wo that is in mariage,‘ 
and shuddering at the thought of falling again 8 in 
swioh dotage8 (lukton), A mere conventional joke 
current at the time, says Professor Kittredge, from 
whom it is always unsafe to dissent; but if Ghaueer8 s 
verse were nothing but convention it would not de
serve deep study.

It seems pretty evident, moreover, that the 
suecess of his courtly career was in no wise Im
peded by excessive scruples. In the dissolute 
courts where he spent most of his life, he easily 
accommodated himself to the prevailing atmosphere 
of gallantry. We cannot say if it was in earnest 
or only to follow out a poetical convention like 
Maehaut, that, forgetting his own wife, he made 
love to some irresponsible beauty iGomplaint to 
Pity 1 (legouis, p, 20),
Shortly after logouts8 Geoffrey Ohaucer was trans

lated, Kittredge published Ohaucer and His Poetry in which ' 
he says very plainly that the only bit of real autobio
graphy in the works is the "charming Hnvoy to Scogan. , , , , 
except the lines to Adam Scrivener and a short passage in 
the House of Pame,11 ̂  Explaining his interpretation of the 
11, he calls attention to the fact that the poem owes much 
of its charm to the naivete or artlessness of the Ireamer- 
narrator, whose ingenuous manner has been adopted as a trick 
of art, for purposes of pathos, Ihe literary criticism of

36 Kittredge, Ghaue er and His Poetry, p, 36,



Ohauoer has s© eentinually ©verleoked these artistic tricks
that it has led "to frequent confusion between the artist
and the man„" He continues,

And this confusion is exhibited at its very worst 
in the ordinary appraisal of the BD0

The Dreamer speaks in the first person. One 
might infer, therefore, that he is Geoffrey Ohauoer, 
but that would be an errori he is a purely imaginary 
figure, to whom certain purely imaginary things 
happen, in a purely Imaginary "“dream. He is as much 
a part of the fiction in the BD as the Merchant or
the Pardoner, or the Host is a part of the fiction
in the 01 (Kittredge, Ohauoer and His Poetry, pp,
■46 "4-8) o
The use that Ohauoer made of some of his available

sources was shown by Kittredge in various articles by a
comparison of lines from the BD and French contemporary
poems, "Le Jugement dou Hoy de Behaingne by Guillaume de
Maehaut contributed much in the way of details and general
plot," Kittredge indicates, and then he compares the first •
forty lines of the BD to Froissart8s Baradys d?Amours, and
to two poems by Maehaut, The melancholy "and drede I have
for to dye," "that wil not be, moot nede be left," and "ther
is phisieien but oon / That may me hele--but that is doon"
are shown to be conventional complaints of lovers in the

37dream-vision poems of the French poets. He closes, never
theless, with this affirmations "Whatever the result, one 
thing emerges triumphantly from our investigation— the 
essential originality of Ohauoer*s genius (Kittredge, BMPA. 
XIX, 24),

George Lyman Kittredge, "Guillaume de Maehaut and 
the Book of the Duchess." BMLA. XXX (1915), 1=4,



In a eomparison 'between the narrators In the B1 ami
the HP Kittreige draws this eomelusioms

In the B33 the mood was to he pathos? here in HP it 
is to fee high-spirited fun, though with a serious 
implloatiom. There the dreamer was a fietitious 
oharaetef» Here he is certainly the~p@et himselfg 
for the wise Sagle. whose acquaintance we shall 
make in a moment, calls him distinctly 8 Geffreyo83®

Again Kittredge interprets lines S©07-=2O15 in the HP as
feeing free from personal implications s

The mention of the poet's condition— he is heart
broken, languishing, 8 desesperate of alle felisse8 —  
attaches the story once more, in the plainest manner, 
to the traditional machinery of the visions of love. 
There is no basis whatever for a personal allegory*
. Eeither the tedium of the custom house nor the 
langour that results from over application to books, 
has any status here (Kittredge, Ohaueer and His 
Poetry, pp. ff-1©©).
Here he sums up his thinking about the application

of so-called autobiograph!eSl remarks in Ohaueer8s works:
Ohaueer.has fared hard at the hands of some of his 
biographers. They are determined to take his 
Jesting seriously, and his serious words in Jest.
Let us try to be candid. We know that Ohaueer was
married, but we know nothing whatever of the _
ness or unhappiness of his married life. Wot a 
single external fact has come down to us that throws 
any light on this question . . . .  We should in all 
conscience, not pick up a word here and a phrase 
there— we should not piece together these shreds 
and patches of humor and call our motley fabric 
autofelography. while all the time we disregard the 
significance of a whole act of Ohaueer8s Human 
Oomedy of the (Canterbury Pilgrims containing more 
than six thousand verses of his very best work 
(Kittredge, p. 11®).

He then claims that Ohaueer8s views on marriage are set

Kittredge, Ohaueer and His Poetry, p. 75.



forth 1b the handling of the mastery-im-marriage %neetion, 
whieh is finally settled "by the mutual forbearance theme of 
the Franklin*s Tale.

Agreeing with Bowess Sygher, and Kittredge on the 
conventionality of Ohaucer*s seemingly personal allusions,
especially in the ©omplalnt to Pity and the Book of the

39Duchess. Wells indicates that the D@W with its dream- 
vision allegory, its court of love, its May day setting, 
follows the contemporary "marguerite" poems« Still he 
finds possible personal referenees in the daisy as a symbol 
for Queen Anne (Wells, Manual. pe 668), and the fact that 
the "litel herber that I have" is not consistent with a 
residence ever a city gate (Wells, pc 669)» He finds 
humorous allusions in the HF and two revealing personal 
passageso In the first passage the lagle speaks of the 
poet* s unrewarded service to Dove and his hermit-like ap
plication to his writings, and tells him that he is now to 
visit the House of Fame as a recreation; in the second 
passage he is to be offered diversion (Wells. p„ 658)0 
Ohaucer is satisfied with his life and the Eagle*@ words 
cannot be construed into a complaint of the poet’s labors 
over his accounts (Wells, p„ 659)»

J0S0P0 latloek observes that ©haueer’s pretense of 
knowing nothing about love could be accounted for in the 
following way:

39 Wells, Manual. p„ 610o



His esmstairb pretense in the TO, the HP, and the 
HP of personal inexperience in love may be meant 
to avert chaff from himself in a circle of friends 
to whom he was readings, 0

And later in the same article, he advances another theory
about the poet’s avowal that he knows nothing of Love in
the first part of the Troilus;

As to Ohaueer’s disclaimer of knowing love, it was 
not meant to be greeted with a smile. What he 
means is this peculiar combination of love, poetry, 
conventionality, sentimentalism and sensuality, 
which may well have been outside his experience 
(Tatloek, MP, XVIII, 125),
In 19S3, Dudley D, Griffith in "An Interpretation of

Ghaueer’s Legend of Good Women" states that Ohaueer revised
the P Prologue, and that in doing so

the poet also removed the passages that would show 
him as a votary of the religion of Love, , He 
had grown displeased with his own bold analogies 
between the Christian service and the worship of 
Gupid and with the representation of himself as 
a sympathetic votary of that r e l i g i o n ,

In a reference to the Complaint to Pity, Hebert 
Drench in A Chaucer Handbook (1927) rejects the autobio
graphical interpretation of Chaucer’s references to hope-

42less love, stating that the phrases are conventional.
He further observes that the respect the poet shows for

John S„ P, Tatloek, "The Epilog of Ohaueer’s 
Trcllus." MP. XVIII (1921), 629.

^  Dudley 1, Griffith, "An Interpretation of Chaucer 
of Good Women." The Manly Anniversary Studies in Lan

guage and Literature, (Chicago, The University of Chicago 
Press, 1923), pp. 39-40„

Ao Robert Dudley Drench, A Chaucer Handbook, 2nd ed, 
(lew York, P, 8. Crofts & Go., 19?7, c. 1927)Tp^%»



Aleeste and. "Mr flour, the day©©ye" suggests the devotion 
of a eourtier for Queen Anne (Freneh, pe 127)=

While acknowledging the eonventtonality of many ex
pressions of love made fey Ohauoer in his works, Agnes Getty 
in "Ohauoer*s Changing Conception of the Humble Lover" (1929), 
chooses passages from various poems to show that many were 
autobiographical and that his attitude as a courtly [humble] 
lover changed ever the years= She claims that the HF is very 
important for interpreting Chaucer* s conception of the con
ventional lover up to the time it was written. The Eagle 
explains to Chaucer the purpose of their Journey, she avers, 
in the following lines?

, o thou so longe trewely 
Hast served so ententyfly 
Hys blynde nevew Cupid©,
And faire Venus also,

0 0 6  o o o o o o b
In thy studye, so thou writest,
And ever mo of love end!test,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6  

Of Love, and of hys servantes eke.
(HE II, 615-618; 633-634; 625)

And then concludesi
Thus from Chaucer*© own words we know that he has 
followed. In personal allegiance and in writing. 
the precepts of conventional love, and has written 
always of humble lovers.
In the TO the poet sympathetically presents the 

abject state of Troilus, and in the LOW Chaucer "represents 
himself as a humble lover of the daisy, paying tribute to 
her in the phraseology of courtly love," In Merciles 
Beaute ("Sin I fro Love escaped am so fat," etc.), however,



the reader is "informed eoneerning the author's true feeling, 
and in Rosemounde Ohaueer indulges in laughter at the eode
whieh he supported in all sinoerity in his youth, Getty 
maintains* He represents himself in the HP as being re
warded for his long and faithful serviee to the God of Love, 
hut "Merolles Beauts, Rosamounde, the Envoy to Scogan„ and 
the Complaint to his Empty Purse are as satirieal as his 
early poems are amorous % he frankly rebels, engagingin 
frequent poetie frolics with the romantics of the lover*

In 193S G* K* Ohesterton stated emphatically that 
he considered merely flippant or humorous remarks the 
phrases in Ghauoer’s works on which scholars have based 
their beliefs that his marriage was unhappy, and that any 
assumption about Chaucer8 s marriage was completely un
warranted, In the following passage, he gives his opinions

It seems to me very unfair to Mrs* Geoffrey 
Chaucer to deduce, in a detective manner, that her 
husband was unhappy with her| or that her husband 
was unfaithful to her; or indeed that there was 
anything whatever the matter with either of them. 
from anything so flimsy as the fact that her 
husband is the author of some rather artificial 
love verses, that he might have written to anybody 
at any time, or touched up at any time, or decided 
to publish at any time.

Somebody found a confession of domestic tragedy 
in the fact that Ohaucer confessed that he was a 
little liable to be cross with the voice that woke 
him up too early in the morning* It can hardly be

detailed criticism

Agnes Z, Getty, "Chaucer8 s Changing Goneoption of 
the Humble Lover," BMLA. XLI1 (1§2§), 207-211°

44 Ohesterton, Ohaucer. pp, 101-102,



The next year loMasem in his edition of the Works ^
finds very little autobiographical data from the poetry.
He states that Ghaueer takes his habitual attitude of an

46outsider in love in the MW. and in the Troilus (pa 813), 
and he accepts as the only autobiographical reference from 
the HP, Ghaueer’® account of his labors as comptroller of 
custom (p, 783), regeeting a® uncertain all other biograph
ical and allegorical interpretations (pc 779)„ The opening 
passage of the 11 is of very dubious autobiographical value 
(p= 773), he avers, and is in agreement with Bowes that the 
LOW is conventional, but contains "the possibility of a 
compliment to Queen Anne in the panegyric on the daisy" (p» 
840)a Gontinuing his discussion of both Prologues M W  he 
indicates that references to the poet’s house with the 
arbor "perhaps furnishes an indication of the date of com
position" (p0 842)„ "That Ghaueer refers guite clearly 
[Prol, I, MW] to HP, 11, IF, and HE in lines 4l7ff" (p« 849),. 
he affirms, and "Ghaueer here [Prol, P, 1GW, 329] testifies 
clearly that he translated the Homan de la Rose" (p. 844),

Tatloek, who has accepted the physical self-portrait 
as biographical, also draw® autobiographical inferences 
about Ghaueer’s marriage. He states that Ghaueer wrote a

^  These references are to the 1957 revised edition 
of Robinson’s Works, I have carefully cheeked with the 1933 
edition and find that each one is the same,

46 Robinson, Works. p, 846,



few personal love-poems, but "we know nothing at all about
0haue@r8@ emotional life, except for reason to suspect that

47his marriage was not of the most successful,," The poet 
writes lightly of love in the HF, he continues, and then 
explains that Ohaueer is writing of himselfs

The most startling personal allusion comes near 
the beginning of Book II„ To the dazed poet hanging 
from his ©laws, the eagle cries, 1Awak1 (5̂ 0)„
Whose ©an this shrewish voice be but Mistress 
Ihilippa fhauoer's? If the poet had not meant his 
own wife he would have had too much perceptive fore
sight to write such lines whloh"would assuredly be 
so understood® Her@”he was letting himself go; 
not perhaps with good taste (Tatlock, pp® 61-63)e
The search for "Ohaueer8 s Sovereign Lady" was

continued by Margaret Galway in an article under that title
(1938) in which she proposes Joan of Kent as the exalted
lady of Ohaueer8s courtly love avowals, as they were both in

48court as young people® She states that Ohaueer used the 
terms "youre. rial excellence, your regalye, and your hynesse, 
indicating that the object of his unrequited love was of 
royal rank, and that he addressed love poems to her through
out his life® Connecting the BD with this love affair, she 
avers:

In the Book of the Duchess, begun in the autumn 
of 1369 (Robinson 315, and p® 881, col® 1), Ohaueer 
speaks of his love for his lady as having been

47 Tatlock, The Mind and Art of Ohaueer. p® 17®
48 Galway, 171-



hopeless 3 this eight year3 (37)° That takes 
us hack to the autumn of 13S1, exactly the time 
of Joan3 s marriage to the Prince of Wales0 The 
poet3 s remark about his eight year love sickness 
has hitherto remained a complete mystery. It 
could hardly be more simply and adequately ex
plained than on the grounds proposed (Galway, 176-177)=
In the late thirties and early forties several

scholars wrote articles in which they accepted the fact
that Chaucer3s self-portrait in many of its aspects was a
pose, especially the poet3 s changing attitude toward love,
and proffered various reasons why Ghaueer assumed this pose,

Ruth Crosby, in agreement with Tatloek [MR, XVIII
(1921), 117] that Chaucer3 s disclaimer of knowing anything
about love was meant to avert chaff from his listening
audience, calls attention to the effect that oral delivery
might have had in the following instances

 ̂lobes Roger loomis in an article on 11 Chaucer3 s 
light Years3 Sickness,33 [MHf, LIX (1 §44), 178-180] writes 
that it is quite possible Chaucer borrowed from the Jugememt 
du Roi de Behainghe. composed by Maehaut before 1346, the 
statement of the exact number of years he was afflicted by 
his ’'siknesse,11 for Kittredge demonstrated [BMLA„ XXX (1915),
1 ffo] that the BB is a mosaic of lines derived largely from 
this very poem. In the Ju&ement du Roi de Behaingne. the 
poet overhears a lady confess the lovelorn state of her heart 
to a knight in the following versesi

Sire,' 11 a bien set ans ©u huit entiers,
(Sire, it has been seven or eight complete years) 
Que mes ©uers a este sers et rentiers 
(That my heart has been servile and subservient) 
A. Bonne Amour, si qu'a pris ses sentiers 
(To Good love, (for) indeed he seised control • 
of my paths)

Ay tres m3 enfance,
(from my very childhood,)

Loomis concludes, 13Any biographic construction based on the 
duration of the poet3s love sickness must therefore be aban
doned.



Frequently Ohaueer refers: ©nly to a particular 
portion of his audieneeo At the end of the _________
of Phyllis he thus addresses the women who hear himi 

Be war, ye wemen, of youre subtyl fe,
Syn yit this day man may ensaumple se;
And trusteth, as in love, no man hut me,LG¥, 2g59"256l)
This passage seems to have added significance, 
when we recall the many instances in which 
Ohaueer has previously referred to his ill 
success in love. Here, no doubt, he had in 
mind the laughs such a passage would raise 
among his friends,

Ohaueer11 s pose of humility and ill-sueeess in love 
in many of his writings goes far beyond the literary eon= 
ventions of his day, Barle Birney states, and is occasioned 
by his being "not quite a gentleman"; therefore, not accepted 
completely in the court circle, Commenting on the BD, Birney 
explains that there was no reason for Chaucer to veil a 
courtly compliment to the Duchess Blanche in the passage 
about the eight years’ sickness, because medieval "poetical 
declarations of love were simply, the normal form of lit
erary compliment and carried no breath of scandal, no evi
dence even that the poet was personally acquainted.with the 
lady," Many plebeians could by this time in Dondon attain 
positions of wealth and political influence, but feudal 
barriers were maintained by the narrow court circle of West
minster and the nobles’ castles all the more strictly be
cause of this situation. The bourgeois Ohaucer cpuld be

Orosby, 418-419, 
Birney, 644,



aeeepted as a court poet only by making no pretensions of
being a courtly lover# and this ambiguity in his life was
reflected in his poetry by a self-deprecatory pose and
avowals of non-participation as a lover0 Blrney offers the
following explanation for the mysterious passage in the BB
(lo 37), and ©haucer’s disavowals of being a courtly lovers

©ertainly by the time of the Duchess. Ohaucer has 
hit upon that self-depreciatory pose in love matters 
which he was to develop far beyond the customary 
literary humilities, in the direction of whimsy and 
personal caricature<> Ultimately the pose leads, as 
in the H3? and the Iroilus, to a complete denial of 
his capacity to l©v® (£0 e'«, to be a courtly lover) =

(Birney, 644)
In the BB the Dreamer is only simulating ignorance 
of the lady's beauty in order to draw out the Knight. 
who can more properly essay to describe her0 If it 
is not "simulation, nothing at all can be made of the 
poem's opening. Has he not there already hinted 
that, so far as his wormlike soul is capable, he 
has been held in thrall for eight long years by the 
charms of this very angel? (Birney, 145} ■>
Marshall Stearns in "A Hote on Qhaueer's Attitude 

towards Love," likewise explains that Ohaucer's pose of a 
non-participant in love, yet a professed admirer of love and 
lovers, was an attitude determined by convention and cal
culated to offend no one in his audience. In agreement with 
Oowling and Birney, he suggests that the eight-years' - 
sickness allusion is in compliment to Blanche herself and
a deferential means of making known the poet's own respect

52by a common literary pose and highly conventional lines.

Marshall ¥. Stearns, "A Hote on Ohaucer's Attitude 
toward Love," Speculum. ZVII (1942), 570-573.



That his d@siaf@ t® pretest himself from his eomrt 
audien®® and friends was in large measure responsible for 
Ohauoer8 s pose in love matters is also Howard Patch8 s con
tention. In the LOW the poet has a little joke about being 
an enemy to love. It may be that he means love paramours, 
and that his poems of courtly love were really written to 
celebrate marital devotion. Continuing his discussion of 
possible reasons for the author8 s pose of ill success in 
love, Patch advances the following theories?

The man could tell lively stories with the best of 
them and yet in his private life he was after all 
pretty much the hermit. Possibly here is the reason 
for his frequent declarations that he is unsuccessful 
in love| he has had an eight years8 loves!©knees, he 
says, but got nowhere; like Pandor us in the dance 
of love he 8 hops always behind.8 But why protest 
so much? Well, it may have been a kind of pro- 
tection for a man who did not go in for that sort

But there is another and equally plausible inter
pretation of his attitude. . . . Such protests are 
not likely to come from a man who is really un
successful in love. It is silly to suppose that 
they are a reflection of marital unhappiness or a 
troublesome wife or anything like that. To be 
sure, shrewish wives are several times shown in the 
01 and their links, but so are constant and patient 
and submissive and devoted wives.

Perhaps Ohauoer adopted such a ’’silly convention" because 
court ladies accused him of being an enemy of love in re
fraining from extra-marital episodes, and the easiest way 
out was to say that he had no luck, Patch concludes (pp. 142- 
143).

Howard Eollin Patch, On Rereading Ohauoer, (Oam- 
bridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1@3977T̂ 1°*" 136-14©.



Bronson agrees that Ohaneer1s audience had a great
deal ©f influence on his work, and especially on the self-

fact that the self-portrait is really a reflection or dis
tortion of Ohauoer’s personality and connected indissolubly 
with the authors

Most important by far of all the actual persons 
introduced into this poetry is of course Ohauoer 
himself= When we first meet him he strikes us as 
the most transparent personality in the world 
(Bronson, five Studies, p« 31).-
He never tires of assuring us that he knows 
absolutely nothing about love* This point falls, 
of course, within the field of his densest igno
rance c It is so favorite a jest with him that one 
is almost tempted to suspect that he was elther 
notoriously attractive to women or obviously un
attractive. or else unsuccessful in a particular 
quarter, and that he was counting upon his audi
ence’s recognition of the facts* There would 
surely seem to be some special personal explanation 
of a joke so constantly reiterated and so confidently 
employed* The attitude appears from beginning to 
end of his works, both generally and in particular 
reference* It enters the BD, PF, HP, Troilus, MW, 
and GT and is visible in several of the minor 
pieces* * * * the poet can produce his jest in 
either direction* In the BP he declares § ’For al 
be that I knowe nat love in dede’ (1* 8)* And, 
contrariwise, in the Phillis, linking it with his 
characteristic preoccupation during the composition 
of LOW and HP,— the idea of woman betrayed— he 
writess

Harry Bailey comments memorably on the poet’s 
’unliklinesse’ in love, in the physical terms which 
are all he understands# (1889-1891)* The picture,

In the following statement he emphasizes the

Be war, ye women, of youre subtyl fo,
Syn yit this day men may ensaumple se; 
And trusteth, as in love, no man but me*

(MW, 2559-2561)

Bronson, "Ghaueer's Art in Relation to His Audi
ence," Five Studies in literature, p* 4*



"with its other remarkable features would have 
been enormously effeotlve in the poet’s own 
reading of his lines before an audienoe that 
knew him,

Ohaueer takes full advantage of his actual 
presence in this and other ways. He is quite 
ready to talk about himself at length. This he does 
most notably in the second book of the HP, in the 
dialogue between himself and the eagle (558-566)„
’Geffrey,’ says the eagle later, ’thou wost ryght 
welo1 The use of the Christian name is significant 
of the familiarity with which Ohaueer treats the 
fact of his own presence in all of his poetry. He 
is with us, in person, on that friendly footing, in 
each work. The ’I/ in his poetry never means any 
one else than OeoFfrey Ohaueer, then and there 
visibly present. He may distort the picture, and 
make himself out siz kinds of a fool and duTlardi 
but all the while he is talking about himself, and 
that is where much of his mischief lies. Professor 
Eittredge may argue ingeniously that the ’I’ in the 
BP is not intended for the poet himself; but we are 
not convinced. The conception of an indefinite un
autobio graphical ’I* is a sophistication which would 
not be likely to arise until after the poet had come 
to be thoroughly detached from his audience by the 
habit of writing for print; and besides it would 
have spoiled half the fun of the thing for Ohaueer 
(Bronson, Pive Studies, pp, 35-37),
It is clear from the foregoing evidence that during 

the first forty years of the century a great many serious 
scholars of Ohaueer accepted as commonplace conventional 
expressions only, his protestations of love and unhappiness 
as the larrator, Dreamer or poetical "I„" In addition these 
commentators do not place much significance on other seem
ingly personal allusions to the emotional state of the poet 
speaking in the first person. All of them, however, do 
place autobiographical interpretations on some passages, and 
no one makes the distinction all of the time between the
self-portrait and Ohaueer the poet. This causes much



71
ecmfmsicm between the eharaeter and pezsenality of the semi-, 
fietitious portrait and Ohaucer the man0

While the mainstream of Ghaueer scholarship moved 
in the direction above, whioh was actually a trend in ref
utation of the "Ohaucer legend," other critics, acknowledging 
that part of the apparently sincere feelings expressed by the 
narrator were conventional, continued to cling to the legend 
and either repeated its earlier form or gave different inter
pretations of passages which added to the lore [Lang, Ooulton, 
Legouis, Pollard, Griffith, Getty]=



CMPT1! IV
We have eeasldered the remarks of erities daring 

the first half of the twentieth eentury aboû l: two phases 
of the temperamental or emotional aspeets of the self- 
portrait (ioeo, his shyness or sociability and his love- 
life), and next we will hear from a few erities who wrote 
during this period on another aspect of the dramatis per
sona.8 s temperament-~his expressed love for nature= Com
ments will be taken in ehronologioal order*

As we have seen, during this period there has been 
a wide aeeeptanoe of the fact that many of Chaucer’s poems, 
especially the dream-vision poems, were based on conven
tional types copied from the French* The praise of the 
daisy (later identified with Aleestis) in the LGW was 
shown by Lowes to be Chaucer’s clever use of the conven
tional phrases from Italian and French poems* While ac
cepting parts of Chaucer’s poems as conventional, many 
scholars have also drawn personal allusions from other 
passages* Many critics have interpreted the love of na
ture expressed by the self-portrait, and in some in
stances this has been transferred to the poet’s person-



alitjo*
Ohaueer18 love for nature is shown by his enthu

siast! e desoriptions, Boot states* The picture of Haytime 
is, of course,

largely influenced by the conventionalities of 
the French allegories; but Ohaueer1s poetry is so 
spontaneous in its enthusiasm that we may safely 
assume that the convention chimed with his own 
natural feeling*

Oliver F„ Emerson, in dating the LOW in 1385 or 1386, gives
a description of the. poet’s love for nature which he has
deduced from remarks made by the self-portraits

At least the references to ’myn house’ and ’a 
litel herber (garden) that I have,’ with benches 
or seats on the fresh turf where he slept in the 
’new summer,’ to rise early and see the daisy open 
in the morning, imply a change of residence from 
London to the country, probably to Greenwich*
Wells expresses the thinking of several critics

who take a more moderate view on Ohaueer’s love of nature
as gleaned from bits here and there in his works * In the
passage below Wells refers to the LQw in which the Barrator
or larrator-lreamer describes the springtimes

The Irologme is the most valuable and interesting 
part of the poem* Only genuine enthusiasm could

*Eote: Snell describes Ohaueer as spending all day 
in the company of his "emprise'1 listening to the birds; when 
the daisy closes, he speeds to his flower-strewn couch in 
a little arbour to sleep (Snell, The Age of Ohaueer. p* 188) 
Bollard writes that the poet alludes to his studious habits 
and love of flowers in the IF and LOW (Bollard, Works. xxi)*

1 Root, The Boetry of Ohaueer, p* 147*
2 Oliver Farrar Emerson, Ohaueer. Selected Boems. 

(lew York, The Macmillan Company, xxv*
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give the ©luster of imitations the freshness and 
spontaneous delight, the ease and grace, that put 
it among the most pleasing work of Chaucer =. Much 
of its charm lies in its personal details. Nowhere 
else has the poet so directly and* unmistakably let 
us into his own personal interests, his love of 
books, his love of the fresh outdoorsT*̂
Kittredge describes in detail the forest scene in

the BID as part of the dream-convention, but makes no comment.
French includes the ideal landscape and the singing birds of
the B! as part of the machinery of the elegy,® but observes
that the "first two hundred lines of the Irologue IiCW give
the very definite impression that the poet had left the city
and was residing in the country"(French, p. 127).

fhat Ohaucer was first an artist and secondarily a
philosopher or a scientist is the opinion of Walter 01yde
Ourry. He states that Ohaucer is primarily interested in
concrete objects; he elaborates on Chaucer's love of natures

Apparently earing but little for the spirit of 
beauty and knowing next to nothing about any 
theory of esthetics, he was nevertheless passionately 
aroused in the presence of beautiful objects-— fresh 
May flowers, busy larks singing salutations to the 
rising sun, stars following their prescribed courses, 
or dew-drops sparkling upon the grass.®

J Wells, Manual. p. @71.
^ Kittredge, Ohaucer and His Poetry, p. @9.
5 French, A Ohaucer Handbook, p. 88.
■ ̂  Walter Clyde Ourry, Ohaucer and the Mediaeval 

Sciences, (lew York, Oxford University Press, 192@T%vii



We have noted that Chesterton stated that no
implications as to the happiness or unhappiness of Chaucer's 
marriage should be deduced from his works„ In the same 
book he maintains that in the prologue to the LCW there is 
a vivid, although light and unpretentious, personal sketch 
of the poeto "Chaucer tells us something of his own habits 
and humors; how he delights in books and spends his evenings 
reading them," Chesterton writes, and them

Having worked the description up to this point, 
he gets the full effect out of the one exception, 
and makes quite a dramatic entrance for the Daisy» 
He owns that, when spring first comes on the

phrases used in the M W  to describe the Maytime and the 
daisy particularly, but in The Genius of Chaucer (1934), 
he finds autobiographical allusions in the Prologue, And 
part of what he chooses to apply to the personality of the 
poet gives the distorted impression that Chaucer is senti
mental and naive in his nature worship. In Lowes own words:

, , , Chaucer returned for the last time, with 
ripened powers and practised skill, to the con
ventional framework of the vision.

The poem is so familiar that the bare mention 
of it brings back to mind its lovely setting and 
its story— the May morning which called Chaucer 
from his book and his devotion; the long day spent 
in loving contemplation of * these floures whyte an 
rede, / Swiche as men callen daysies in our t©wnvT"

^ Chesterton, Chaucer, p, 136,

fields, he suddenly flings away his books and 
goes down intoLthe daisy-meadows to drink of a

In 19C4-1905 Lowes had stressed the conventional



the little artour that he had— somewhere in 
Kent now, if only one knew gust where— benohed 
with fresh turves, in which (for ©nee without a 
book) he falls asleep<,8
After making due allowance for the conventional

element in ©hauoer's poetry, "the May morning, the lovely
garden, the singing birds which were features of the dream
poetry and poetry of Oourtly Love," Percy Van Dyke Shelly
in his Living Qhauoer (194©) explains that there is also
a large love of nature in ©haueer that is entirely genuine
and personals The marguerite poems of Leschamps and other
French poets inspired the much admired passage on the daisy
in the Prologue to LGW, he notes, and then he goes on to
describe ©haueer1s love of nature as shown by the words and
actions of the poetical "lo0 He, also, adds to a "Ohaucer
legend," as he writes:

Ho one can doubt Ohaucer's love of 0 „ „ 1 these 
floures whyte and rede, / Swiche as men calien
daysies in our toun,8 flowers which are „ „ .
'ever ylyke fair and fresh of hewe, / As wel in 
winter as in somer newe,8 Hor can one doubt his
love of 8 the smale softe swote gras.8 embroidered
with sweet flowers. as he kneels on it to watch 
the daisy unclose* He notes its delicacy, its 
softness and fragrance, and as his senses delight 

■ in the beauty around him, he thinks how the earth
has forgotten its poor estate of winter and now is
eladgall new again by influence of the temperate 
sun,
Tati©ok claims that the garden in the PF, clearly 

shows Chaucer's smiling observation of animals, and

® John Livingston Lowes, Geoffrey Ohaucer, (Oxford 
at the Clarendon Press, 1934), pp, 12#-1

® Percy Van Byke Bhelly, The Living Chaucer, (Phila
delphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, tŴ oT, p® 310,



especially little animals— Msmale fishes lighte, with fymes
1 (Tirede| bestes smale of gentil kynde,1 and of the Irologme 

to liG-W, which is clearly a tribute to Queen inne, he 
remarkss

fhis does not deny the poet's sincere enjoyment 
of spring and its flowers0 The association of 
the daisy, Aleestis, and Anne heightens the charm 
of all three (Tatlock, pc 73)=
Tatlock suggests that Chaucer's revision of the P 

Prologue was occasioned partly because of the daisy passages= 
Chaucer had accepted the behest of a young queen and "af
fected transports over a sweet little flower, which after
wards in a belated maturing he was to acknowledge tacitly as 
a trifle silly0" Continuing his discussions

Since the enthusiasm of P is unparalleled in 
Chaucer's poetry, he may have tempered it because 
of altered conditions and self-conscious feeling*
The diplomatist in early middle age not too dis
illusioned but facing things as they are, after 
some years may have felt incongruity in leaning 
on his elbow all day long to contemplate the little 
pink daisy* This charms us, but also amuses us,and 
in Chaucer's day to surrender thus to a temporary 
fashion would also be amusing, perhaps too amusing 
(Tatlock, pp0 74-75)»
Thus, it is plainly shown from this sampling of 

criticism written during the first half of the twentieth 
uentury that many autobiographical allusions have been 
drawn from the words and actions of the self-portrait and 
applied,with varying interpretations, to the life of the 
poet*

10 Tatlock, Mind and Art of Chaucer, p, 67°



Turning now to the last aspeot of the temperament
of the semi-fletive protagonist of the poetry, we find 
that most erities during the first half of the century 
applied references made by the self-portrait to his studi
ous habits and love of reading to Ghaueer’s character* 
Kittredge speaks for many others when he writess

The vision of Fame’s Palace affords us a truly 
remarkable list of names of authors, with many 
of whom Ghaueer had become familiar* How he did 
it, we learn from the poem itself,-— by shutting 
himself up in his chamber, after his day’s work 
at the custom house, and sitting ever ’at another 
book’ until his eyes were darned and dull*

1 PPollard, Emerson, Legouis, Quiller-Goueh, all
remark about Ghaueer’s studious habits and love for books
and nature* Hoot interprets the opening lines of the EGW
in the following ways

Ghanaer is arguing that we must give ’feyth and ful 
credence^"to books, even when they relate things 
beyond the pale of our personal experience, just as 
we believe in the joys of heaven and the pains of 
hell, tho no man living has ever tasted of either* ^

Lawrence speculates about Ohauoer’s life and reading habits:
Like Shakespeare he [Ghaueer] suffered from sleep
lessness* Possibly he read too much and too late, 
for he was a great lover of books* 'SL; read alway, ’

11 Kittredge, Ghaueer and His Poetry, p* 29*
12 The Woeks of Geoffrey Ghaueer. ed* Pollard,xxip 

Emerson, Ghaueer, xx| Logouts, Geoffrey Ghaueer. p* 24;
Sir Arthur Quiller Ooueh, Studies in Literature. (Hew fork, 
G* P» Putnam’s Sons, 1922), p* 207*

13 Root, The Poetry of Ghaueer, p* 26*



he confesses in the PP. He read until he was 
dazed and often went to bed with his mind so excited 
and alive with images and fancies that eagerly as 
he might woo the dark god who often has proved fit
ful as a spoiled woman, he needs must lie awake 
listening to the wings of the hours as they journeyed to dawn. 14- '
Robert French accepts the evidence of the Eagle

regarding Ghaueer1@ ownership of Gvid's Metamorphoses, "thyn
owne book” (HP II, 712).^  Manly comments on Ohaueer1s
learning and his librarys

His works show that he Was for his age a very 
learned man. He read with ease French and Italian, 
as well as Latin? he knew something of history, 
theology, medicine, and law; he understood alchemy 
well enough to use the technical terms with as
tonishing correctness? and he knew astrology and
astronomy well. Moreover, if we may take literally
his own statementUn the LG¥ (Prol. A. 273TT"he 
owned sixty books, a library greater"‘than those of some of the colleges' in "the universities. 1 w”""”"*'
Both Thelma Kaut^ and Lowes^ state that there is

no reason to doubt his statement about owning sixty books
”olde and new.” Lowes describes the poet from the opening
lines of the PPs

„ . . all day long Ohaueer had been reading fast 
and eagerly in order to learn a certain thing, a

^  Lawrence, ”The Personality of Geoffrey Ohaueer,” 322.
15 •French, A Ohaueer Handbook, p. 123.
^  John Matthews Manly, Canterbury Tales, by; Geoffrey 

Ohaueer. (lew York, Henry Holt and Company,"*T92By, p. 11.
17 Kaut, 87. ,
^  Lowes, The Art of Geoffrey Ohaueer. p. 17°



"book that 8was write with lettres old@l=-~a 
passage as precious for its revelation of the 
intentness and fixity of purpose and ardour with 
which Shauoer read, as that other record in the 
HFo And so keen was his delight as he read that 
the day seemed "but a memento ^

He stresses the importance of the glimpse of Ohaueer’s
work at the counting house and his immersion in books at
the end of the day (HP II, 652-66©)s

And in that precious glimpse of Ohaueer bask at 
home after the books of the ©ustom House are closed, 
reading, reading till his eyes dazzle in his head, 
are brought together at one stroke the two most 
powerful influences that made him what he was—  
his immersion in affairs, and his absorption in 
his books (Lowes, Geoffrey Ghaueer. p„ 39)e
All of these critics applied to Ghauoer8 s char

acter the studious habits gleaned from the remarks of the 
self-portrait«»

Some of the discussions by critics during the 
decades from 191© to 194© about the mental caliber of the 
narrators in the dream-vision poems and the pilgrim nar- . 
rater of the 01 will be taken up next* I will group the 
comments chronologically by decades»

Many of the critics of this period differentiated 
between the mental caliber of the self-portrait and that 
of the poet himself, especially in the dream vision poems, 
realizing that Ghauoer had assumed a pose for literary or 
other purposes. In the second decade of the century, Legouis

1 q Lowes, Geoffrey Ghauoer. pQ 117*



and Kittredg® wr©t® on this subjeeto
As we have noted, Legouis stated, "Ghauoer rep

resents himself as slow-witted, easily frightened, having
20little desire for knowledge or power." Kittredg® sep

arates the Dreamer-Harrator in the BB and Ohaucer the poet 
as he

answers literal minded erities who for almost 
half a ©entury, by reoord, have rehearsed, over 
and over again, their obvious ©ensure on the 
oonstruetion of this beautiful elegy. .Ghauoer. 
they allege, is ridloulously obtuse. He hears 
the knight eomposing a dirge on his dead lady, 
and sees that he is dressed in mourning; yet 
he keeps asking him what he has lost,, and is 
thunderstruck at the final revelation.

Kittredge ©oneludes that the dreamer in the BB is a eom-
pletely fiotional eharaoter, stupified by laek of sleep,
dull-witted, naive, and slow to understand, and depleted
so by Ghauoer as a triek of art for purposes of pathos
(Kittredge, p. 46).

In discussing the dramatie action of the 01,
Kittredge explains that Ghauoer makes himself one of the
pilgrims in order that we may understand that they are as
real as he is (Kittredge, p. 160). He gives a rapid sketch
of the role Ghauoer the pilgrim plays in the 01 with his
pretense of being rather stupid, and then comments on the
effectiveness of the act in 8ir fhopas. and the Prologue

2Q Legouis. Geoffrey Ghauoer. p. 25.
21 Kittredge, Ghauoer and His Poetry, p. 50.
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and Epilogue:

Almost all of (Bhaueer's references to himself 
are ironical0 In the Canterbury Tales, he is 
scrupulous to report the stories word for word, 
exactly as the pilgrim® told them, whether their 
style or substance was courtly or 8 ehurllsho *
His wit is thin* He cannot even marshal his 
traveling companions in the order of their rank 
in societyo He has no skill in versification, 
and his English is too crude to do justice to 
elevated themes (Kittredge, p0 31)=

Ohaucer has been effacing himselfs he rides 
with downcast eyes and abstains from casual con
versation, merely that he may miss nothing of 
what is saido We know, at all events, that 
Ohaucer was an ironist, and never more so than 
at this very momentg for he informs the Host that 
he doesnTtremember any tale except an old rhyme 
about Sir Thepas, and when Harry stops this 
doggerel in full career, he begs to be informed 
with an injured air, why he alone should thus be 
interfered with, since he is doing his very best 
(Kittredge, p» 186)=
In the late 19208s three scholars set forth some

of their ideas. In analyzing the Dreamer in the HE, Ourry
tells us that Ohaucer has assumed a pose of inability to
understand for literary purposes §

Ho one must suppose, of course, that Ohaucer8 s 
charming avowed ignorance of dreams and their 
sources, as put forth in the introduction to the 
HP (1-55) in any way indicated the actual state 
of his knowledge| his disarming simplicity and 
confession of inability to understand are merely 
assumed for literary purposes* He has almost 
addled his poor wits, it will be remembered, 
trying to grasp the significance of certain 
groups and sub-groups, classes and sub-classes, 
into which dreams have been divided, and at
tempting to fathom the true causes from which 
they spring* * * * But Chaucer does not know; 
he will leave the whole matter to the 8grete 
Gierkes8 who h|%e treated of this and many 
another thing*

22 Curry, Chaucer and the Mediaeval Sciences, p* 196*.



That the fragment Sir Thepas is a very olever 
burlesque of popular romances and the work of a master 
craftsman is the opinion of Robert French, and he adds 
that the "murye wordes of the Host to Ohaueer,11 in the 
Prologue to Sir Thopas. make it clear that the author has 
not made himself known to his companions by name = ̂

An appreciation for the olever performance of the 
pilgrim during this dramatic episode of the OT is given 
by Manly in the following interpretation of the self- 
portraits

In making himself one of the group of story
tellers, Ohaueer set himself a very pretty 
problem of mannerso It would be highly un
becoming for him to tell the best tale--espe- 
eially after the very complimentary remarks of 
the Man of haw--and hardly satisfactory for him 
to tell the poorest. He solved the problem with 
consummate skill. by first assigning to himself 
a burlesque romance "that no reader could take 
for a serious effort on his part: having himself 
interrupted by the protests of the Host? and then 
pretending to be reduced to a *litel thing in 
prose,1 that is rather a moral discussion than 
a tale.

Ohaueer disports himself gaily with the poorer metrical 
romances of his day and has a lot of rollicking fun with 
their motifs, their absurdities of thought and speech,and 
their verse forms and techniques. Manly continues, and then 
explains the importance of the drama between the Host and 
the pilgrim-narrater:

. . .  to be successful, such a burlesque as

23 French, A Qhaucer Handbook, p. 220.



Ghaueer intended must be planned and ezeeuted 
on the seal® of the romanoes themselv®@-~oth©r- 
wise it would be impossible to reproduce their 
wordiness, their long-windednesg, their general 
futility; and at the same time be brief* fhe 
two apparently unreooncllable requirements are: 
met perfectly by- what may be called the 1 team- 
play8 of Ghauoer and the Host* Ohaucer begins "v1 
his tale with all the requisite prolixity a,nd 
is apparently ready to go on for°"eount&ess' Sou- 
sands of lines, but he has recited only about two 
hundred when the Host abruptly and harshly stops 
him*
Both the mentality of the dreamer-narrator and

his creator were praised by four critics during the 1930*8,
While they made a separation of the character and Ohaucer
the poet, they referred to the semi-fictive narrator as
"Ohaucer,11 which caused confusion.

Praising both the characterization of the Dreamer
and Ohaucer8 s art in inventing him, Lowes comments on the
BD as follows:

Ghauoer as Dreamer, had fallen asleep. . = , 
for the Dreamer, with a touch of art which is sheer 

is^represeated as a little dull of under- 
And it, is through the questions, which 

in7his” gentle bewilderment he keeps asking, that 
the Man in Black is led on to describe, with 
growing fullness and depth of feeling . . . his 
lost love. The subtlety of the perception that 
one will tell to a stranger what reticence or 
convention will withhold from a friend and the 
astuteness of the invention of an obtuse but 
sympathetic listener— those are Ghauoer8 s own. 
Psychological insight and adroitness ig^its exer
cise go hand in hand through the poem.

Manly, Ganterbi^ Tries, p. 628. 
Lowes, Geoffrey Ohaucer. p. 100.



Margaret Galway explains that the stupidity of the
poet as a dramati© ©haraoter in the Prologue LSW, when he
must he told twice the identity of Queen Aleeste, is
assumed so that readers may he informed of her story, a

S6oommon medieval deviee in dreams0
In diseussing the BD, Howard Patch observes that 

the assumed stupidity of the Dreamer is in keeping with 
the dreamlike atmosphere of the conventional poem and is 
quietly amusingo^ Birney indicates that the poem is 
conventional also, and the character of the Dreamer psycho
logically soundo He explains the dullness of the Dreamer 
in the HP in the following statements

o o o like all dreamers (ID) he is * daswed' and 
’lewd,’ as later in the HP (e.g., !<, 65B) o This 
was consistent both with psychological realism 
and with medieval literary practise; the author 
represents himself as wrongheaded and dull to 
facilitate a story or sermon from the wise and 
loquacious teacher encountered in the vision* 28
Praise for the character of the Dreamer or War- 

rator is given by many critics during this period, espe
cially as he appears in the BOW and BD; his dullness of 
understanding is a pose assumed by the poet in order to 
draw out the story of the Black Knight in the BD and the 
story of Alceste in the LG¥, which is in accordance with

Galway, 17©o
Patch, On Rereading Chaucer, p. 32c 
Birney, 645°



many ©onventianal medieval dream visien- poems„ Kittredg© 
early in the eemtury writes that the Dreamer in the ID is 
a completely fictional character and should not he confused 
with Ghaucer the poetc

There is appreciation, also, for the role Ghaucer 
the pilgrim plays in the drama of the Prologue to Sir Thopas. 
and the Prologue to Melihee as an assumed pose of simple- 
mindedness on the part of Ghaucer which breaks forth in a 
rollicking burlesque in the Sir ThopaSo

All of the commentators call the pilgrim-narrator, 
the Dreamer, or poetical "I" by the name of "Ghaucer," or 
the "poet," which causes confusion between the semi-fictive 
self-portrait and Ghaucer the man.



GHAP'Eia V '
In this last section of the thesis, we will 

consider criticism of the self-portrait during the years 
1945 through 1962, taking up first comments on the physical 
description of the character*

There were comparatively few articles which in
cluded remarks on this aspect of Ohaucer8 s fictional sur
rogate* Professor E* T« Donaldson in 1954 declares that 
Ohaucer the pilgrim is a fictional character1

He is not an historical figure* He is not 
Ohaucer the poet, and he is not.Ohaucer the 
man* The three are distinct* hut merge also*

0 on timing, he records that the early school of criticism
accepted the "picture of Ohaucer as a wide-eyed, jolly,
roly-poly little man who, on fine spring mornings, used
to get up early and look at the daisies" as the one

1Ohaucer* He later elaborates on his idea of the self- 
portrait as a fictional character into which Ohaucer sub
merged his own personality* This fictional substitute 
bears Ohaucer8 s name, resembles him in many ways, and 
speaks for the poet in the first person, and many people

* 1* TS|Lbot Donaldson, "Ohaucer the Pilgrim," PMLA.' 
LXIX (19,54), 928*
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who read Qhaueer? s poetry naturally assume that this
oharaeter Is actually Ohauoer. He stresses the difference
"between Ohauoer the poet and his fictional narrators in
the following statements

Yet actually the enormous difference "between the 
poet and the speaker in his poetry is the area in 
which Ohauoer8@ poetic vision is broadest and most 
manifold0

If one imagines Ohauoer himself reading the OT 
at ©curt*—as it is likely that he did— one can 
begin to see some of the elements that make up this 
complex poetic vision. In the first place, Ohaucer 
obviously exploits his physical personality— that "" 
of a pleasingly plump, cheerful.*’ perhaps un
impressive little man— for such humor as it will 
affords he assigns this personality to.his fic
tional representative in such a way that when it 
is mentioned within the poem the audience will 
laugh at it as they probably never would at the 
actual Ohaucero.
A chronological sampling of typical criticism written 

during the decade from 1949 to 1959 concerning the second 
aspect of the semi-fietive character— his revelations about, 
his emotions--will be dealt with in the following section, 

Eevill Ooghill observes that Ohaucer assumes a 
pose in his self-portrait, but that humorous autobiograph
ical inferences about his marriage may be drawn from its

He has the whim in his poetry to represent himself 
as most unlikely to attract women, This may well 
be true. He knew too much about them.

Such allusions to his marriage as Ohaucer 
chooses to make in his poetry are tinged with 
irony, and this has often been interpreted as 
evidence of unhappiness between them, Y think it 
possible that they rubbed along together well

2 b, Talbot Donaldson, Ohaucer8s Poetry. (Hew York, 
The Ronald Press Company, 1958), p, 878,
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_ f°r klni to permit himself oooaslonal 
of a -oonYentional kimcl at her expense and 

at the expense of the married state0̂  'j
Both Professors Albert Baugh and James Hulbert 

think that Chaucer is expressing devotion to a real person 
in the Prologue (B)P? LGV0 Hulbert argues from the dif
ferences between the two versions of the Prologues

To' suppose that the poet8 s adoration for 8my lady8 
and his admission that he serves the flower are 
mere fictions and that he took pains to remove them 
simply to change his fictions..seems to me incredibles 
hence I agree with Tatlock that in f Chaucer meant 
the 1 queen8 to represent an actual lady, and that in 
G he meant her to,be only the Greek Alceste as type 
of faithful wife,

Hulbert believes that when Chaucer ceased to serve this lady,
he also disassociated himself from the cult of the flower,
and it is quite probable that she was a member of this order*
He continues his speculations

It is not difficult to suppose that in his writing 
about the 8 queen8 in f, Chaucer was expressing a 
devotion, which for one reason or another he ceased 
to feel after some -years, for an unknown lady of 
the court, similar in rank and age (26) to Philippa 
of Lancaster (Hulbert, 535)*
After reviewing the work of various scholars on the 

LGW, Baugh claims that the intensely personal tone of the 
poet’s words seems to point toward a contemporary lady as 
the object of Chaucer8 s affectionss

. Yet the opinion of these scholars (Lowes and

 ̂Hevill Coghill, The Poet Chaucer. (London, Oxford 
University Press, 1949), PP° 7-8° ''

^ James R„ Hulbert, "A Mote on the Prologue to the 
of Good Women," MLM, LXV (1950), 535°



and Kittredge) that Aleeste is only a figure of 
elassieal myth is hardly satisfying in the light 
of the Frenoh marguerite poems and the intense and 
personal tone of the poet's references to her0 Gon- 
sequently. other identifications have been suggested 
for hero Frederick Tupper confidently Identified her 
with Aliee de Gestre mentioned in certain records*
But she turns out, as Manly discovered, to be an 
elderly washerwoman in the royal household* The 
most recent proposal is that of Miss Margaret Galway 
for Joan Blantagenet, the lair Maid of Kent, Rich
ard* s mother and the widow of the Black Prince* 5
While 3D* S* Brewer finds much conventionality in the

love complaints of the narrative "I" in the BD,. the Complaint
to Pity, and A Complaint to His Lady, in the HI he maintains
that Ohaucer depicts his own unhappy state:

His sadness may be due to the frustration of his 
poetry caused by the pressure of business which ties 
him to his office accounts all day when he would 
prefer to be reading*

An easy, conventional melancholy was often the 
basis of the court-poeas he knew, and of some of 
the short conventional love-poems he wrote* But 
in the HP Chaucer wears his rue with a difference*
If his dissatisfaction is connected with love, how 
different it is-from the complaints of an unsuc
cessful lover* . . .

Commenting on the PI, Brewer compliments Chaucer's cleverness
in assuming his pose of ignorance concerning love affairs:

The Parliament begins with the poet* s ex
pression of his astonishment at the 'wonderful 
working* of love* He says that he himself knows 
not love in deed, yet often in books he reads

5 Albert G* Baugh, "Fifty Years of Chaucer Scholarship. 
Speculum, XXVI (1951), 667=

 ̂Derek S* Brewer, Chaucer, (London, Longmans, Green 
and Co., 1953), P* 77.



of love's *miracles and cruel ire.* Whatever 
the latent irony if any, in this stanza, it 
places the poet in that position of an impartial 
sympathetic observer which he is so fond of in all 
his later poetry iBrewer, p“ 797=
Donaldson, as we have seen, separates the fictional 

self-portrait from Ohaucer the poet, but says that they 
merge also. He analyzes this fictive character and ex
plains his temperamental and emotional roles in many poems. 
The fictional narrator makes his first appearance in the BD, 
and through his use, Chaucer the young bourgeois, was able 
to obliquely, yet with first person intimacy, offer con
solation to a prince of the land. Donaldson praises Chau
cer's adroitness in creating this fictional character ini 
the following words?

The numbed, distressful, lovesick state of the 
Dreamer makes himjsympathize naturally with the 
mourning Knight. The Dreamer is perhaps Chaucer's 
first experiment with the device of the fictional 
narrator. It is a remarkably successful one even 
though the character is not, from the psycho
logical point of view, a wholly understandable 
entity.

It is interesting to observe that this notion 
of himself as a bewildered, slightly comic creature 
in a world manipulated by a higher power was, as,-, 
time went on, to become his characteristic pose.
Commenting on the self-portrait in the HF, Donaldson

states his belief that the whole poem shows the narrator’s
rejection of the world of empirical knowledge and direct
experience for the world of books, contrary to the

^ Donaldson, Chaucer's Poetry, pp. 952-953
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suppositions of many scholars that "the love story in Book 
I, and the general consideration of rumor and fame in Book 
III are "but elaborate preludes to the revelation of some 
fact of Interest to Ohaueer’s circle, perhaps a royal be
trothal "(Donald son, pp0 954-955),

In the PI1, the unloved narrator, Donaldson continues, 
"hopelessly seeking some kind of fulfillment in books and 
not discovering it even in dreams," is shown "love's won
derful workings," but only as a spectator,, "The poet wakes 
and vows to go on reading, in hope some time to fare the 
betters to him the dream has brought no satisfaction" (Don
aldson, pp. 955-956).

Donaldson indulges in further speculation and finds 
in the M W  a situation which probably was an incident in 
Ohaueer's own life:

According to the charge that the God of Love 
lays against him, Qhaucer has offended the law of 

■ love--and slandered womankind--by translating the 
anti-feminist Romance of the Rose and by writing 
of Oriseide's unfaithfulness. It is reasonable to 
suppose that among the most influential of the 
women who might be offended by Ghaueer's slanders 
was Anne of Bohemia, the attractive young wife of 
the reigning monarch of England, Richard II. The 
Queen was, of course, in a position to exact an 
apology from the poet. . . . It is easy to recog
nize in the Aleeste of the prologue a symbol for 
Queen Anne, to whom the poem is thus an extremely 
tactful tribute.

Personally, he [Chaucer] informs us, he loves 
old books which report all sorts of truths that 
his own experience fails to corroborate. Then, 
before we know what the relevance of all this is, 
the poet is off worshiping daisies.



Ae©orting to Donaldson* s interpretation, the stupidity of
the narrator prevents him from realising that the daisy is
a symbol for Queen Aloeste, and he is also so stupid that
he translates books without knowing their meaning. Then
the protagonist tells us that he has read of faithful women
in old books and eould believe the stories, but personally
he has never met a faithful woman.

He is astounded by the thousands that follow the 
God of love. He has himself always preferred 
daisies to women, and if, his daisy turns out to 
be the faithful woman Queen Anne, then she is 
the one and only exoeption that he has ever 
known: and she is a dream (Donaldson, pp. 957-9S8)0
A very interesting and indispensable eharaeter is 

the self-portrait or fictitious narrator, states Donaldson. 
Host of the time Donaldson differentiates very clearly 
between this fiotive personality and Chaucer the poet, but 
at other times he calls the Dreamer "Ohaucer" or the "poet," 
which causes confusion. He makes few biographical connec
tions between the fictional surrogate and Ohaucer the poet.

Dorothy Bethurum gives an interpretation of the 
changing role that the self-portrait or narrator plays in 
Ohaucer*s love poems by first stressing the fact that 
Ohaucer was committed to the courtly view of love as his 
literary heritage from the French and Italian poets of the 
twelfth to fourteenth centuries, in which the narrator is 
himself implicated and writes from experience. Ohaucer 
varies his role as narrator, she maintains:



Ohaueer is a narrator* » * 0 In the genuine 
love visions he meets the demand for the first 
person, but fails to exhibit his bleeding heart.
In two of the visions, however, the BD and the 
Prologue to the LOW, he accepts the convention 
of the narrator as himself Love's servant*
In the B3D the role of the Dreamer is not the con

ventional rejected lover, Bethurum reminds us, as Chaucer 
adds comic and ironic overtones to it, and his position as 
narrator allows him to criticize the love vision and show 
an awareness of mortality„ Of the narrator in the HP, she 
has this to says

The HP is a love vision, and here the narrator. 
Geoffrey Chaucer, is the principal character,, » „ « 
He has in his feckless way served Love faithfully
as Venus' clerk, always writing in her honor and
always without reward* He makes quite a point of 
it for twenty-seven lines (614-640)* Jove's pity 
is inevitable*

O O 0 o ’ o o p O O o

Here begins the opposition that goes all the way 
through the poems under dlseussi©n--b©©ks versus 
life, authority versus experience* for good or 
bad, Chaucer's pose is that of the devotee of books* 
All he knows about love he reads in books, and he 
trusts them (Betherum, 513-5T4T"*"

This viewpoint of the narrator, withdrawn from love, serves
a dual purpose* It allows him to make ironical and humorous
comments on the subject to his courtly audience, and is the
only possible position for a bourgeois poet to take*

Bethurum states that in his role as a mere observer
of Paradise in the IP, and his return to learn more from
his books rather than from experience, he continues his pose*

Dorothy Bethurum, "Chaucer’s Point of View as Nar
rator in the Love Poems,11 PMLA.. LXXIV (1959), 513-514*



In the Prologue to the LGW, which may have been demanded 
by the ladies, he reverses his usual position and "pro
fesses himself a devotee" of courtly love conventions, but 
he soon reverts to his usual position of mere observer*
"The Prologue is, in fact, an elaborate and graceful com
pliment to Queen Anne, in which any real,participation in 
love would be grossly out of place" (Betherum, 516-518)o 

As he states in the first of the poem, books are 
still more important to the narrator than experiences

When the poet leaves them to peer at a daisy, it 
is a little funny* This reliance on *olde bokes* 
clears the poet of all responsibility.

The books may have led the poet astray in the stories of
Troilus and the Roman, but he uses them at the end of the .
Prologue to prove woman’s faithfulness and man’s perfidy.
Through the narrator’s "mask of the Pool," Ghaucer is able
to comment on his stories and label them as pretty far from
reality. Betherum emphasizes the underlying seriousness of
Ohaucer’s role as narrator, an outsider in the affairs of
love most of the time, yet through this rather comic pose
offering a bourgeois poet’s views of the world contrasted
with the world of books. She implies that the real Ohaucer
speaks plainly through his narrator (Bethurum, 516-518).

Although most of the critics we have quoted agree
that Ohaucer has assumed a pose in his writings toward love
affairs for a variety of reasons, the majority of them draw
some autobiographical allusions from this pose. Some of
them make a distinction between Ohaucer the poet and the
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poetie 111" part of the time, but all of them use the terms 
"the poet" or "Ohaueer" In referring to the fiotive dreamer 
or narratoro

Several erities in the decade from 1949 to 1959 had 
something to saf about the deference and tact shown by the 
self-portrait, and we will examine their remarks in the 
order in which they were written®

The mannersiyof the Brearner in the BB toward the 
Black Knight are considered by levill Goghill to parallel 
those of Ohaueer in real life® He observes:

Ohaueer was one of the first poets to put 
credible conversation into poetry, and he did it 
in this, his first poem® love, humour, dream-lofe, 
narrative power, the modest presence of the poet, 
and a natural way of talking are all intertwined 
here, and are some of the things that were to 
shape the future of his poetry and endow it with 
those qualities that we now recognise as dis
tinctively 1Ghauoerian®!9

It is indeed true of the BB that its supreme 
poetical achievement is its courtliness® . ® . The 
exquisite manners that have no formality, shown 
between Ohaueer and the Man in Black. are exactly 
the manners extended by Ohaueer to his readers 
(Goghill, p. 31)®
The Host "pounces upon Geoffrey Ohaueer," explains 

John Speirs in commenting on the self-portrait in Sir Thepas, 
and in this way a portrait of the artist is inserted into 
the Of® He continues:

We have had one or two portraits of the artist 
before—-notably in the HP (by the eagle) and in the

9 Goghill, The Poet Ohaueer. p® 29®



Prologue to I»GW— and all the self-portraits 
accord with each other In disclosing, self- 
critically, a gentle, elusive. scholarly (but 
not ascetic) humane personality! humorously 
aware of himself as seeming to others abstracted*
Also drawing autobiographical allusions from the

aloof and abstracted self-portrait, Brewer comments on the
Prologue to Sir Thopas%

The Host begins his jocular address to Chaucer*
We are reminded of the Bagle in the HP * * * the
abstraoted^"and^aloof from his neighboursT ™Ah‘d™ 
again as in the HP, Chaucer in reply represents 
himself as timid and ignorant* * * *

When the Host stops the doggerel of Sir 
Thopas. Chaucer is plaintive but docile* * * „
In making a comparison of the temperament of Chaucer

the pilgrim to that of the poet, Donaldson has this to say:
But the physical similarity between the two 

Chaucers is ultimately less important than the 
temperamental similarity which it is meant to 
suggest— the affability, the air of deference, of 
eagerness to please, of naivete, all of them some
how exaggerated when the man they belong to puts 
them into his fictional surrogate*
These critics make autobiographical applications

from the temperament of the self-portrait to the character
of Chaucer, with varying interpretations*

Other facets of the personality of the self-portrait 
which fall under the classification of temperament— his ex
pressed love of nature and reverence for old books— •oajtie in

10 John Speirs, Chaucer the Maker. (London, Paber and 
Paber, 1951), p. 180*

11 Brewer, Chaucer, pp* 151-152=
12 Donaldson, Chaucer's Poetry, p* 878*



for a bit of scrutiny during the years from 1945 to 1962o 
We will hear typical comments from two critics on each 
subject,,

Harehrtt.e . Ohute states that the LG-W is so con
ventionalised that it Is not safe to take any of it as

13autobiographical, but her terminology does not separate 
the character' in fiction from the poet Ohaueer0 She sum
marises her view in commenting on the LG¥§

Yet even in this charming and conventionalized 
little fairyland Ghaucer keeps his contact with the 
real earth, imong'thi best loved lines in all "his 
poetry are* those in which he describes his excite
ment in the spring« when he puts away his "books 
and goes to visit the flowers that are coming up 
in the meadows«, b • • @haueer8s flower may be the 
conventionalized and literary French marguerite, 
but it is also the real English daisy (Ohute, pp0 
187- 188)=

That ©hauoer’s true love of nature shows in the enthusiasm 
with which he uses his conventional descriptions, voiced

1 2j.by his self-portrait, is the opinion of Seville G©ghill=
The importance of books in the life and works of 

Ohaueer shows through the statements of the narrative HXn 
in the view of leville ©oghill as he makes the following 
statement:

looks to him [Ohaueer] were generally ’old® 
bokes1| that is, a reverence was due to them for 
their antiquity* They were the gathered wisdom

15 Harchette 0= ©hut®, Geoffrey ©haucer of England. 
(lew York, 1= P= Button & 0o=, lne0, 1958, cT' , p7™7B*o,
no t e *

^  ©oghill, The Poet ©haucer. p= 118=
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and memory of the worlds 5And y£ that old© 
bokes were aweye, / Yloren (lost) were of 
remembraunoe the key®9 [(B)F Prol0 1GW]*
For this reason they oonstltuted what he called 
9An@torltee.8 and this he*”found liable to be in 
conflict with 'Fznerienceo8 It is one of the 
major antitheses in all Ohaneer8 s thought and a 
recurring ingredient in his finest touches of wit 
(Ooghill, p„ 9)o

Betherum, as we have noted, agrees that books were far more
15important to the poet than experience in love*

These critics agree that the respect for books and 
love of nature mentioned so many times by the self-portrait 
are applicable to the life and temperament of Ohaueer0

During the middle of the twentieth century a great 
many comments were made centering on the mentality of the 
self-portrait, and in this section we will examine some of 
theseo One group of critics contended that the dramatis 
persona was fictional and found very few autobiographical 
allusions; another group of critics expressed the idea that 
the self-portrait was a humorous pose of the author, and 
contrasted the two personalities; and, finally, three com
mentators write on the merging and separation of the view
points of Ohaueer the pilgrim and Ohaueer the poet in the 0To 
We will consider the remarks of the critics arranged in the 
above order by groups; within the groups, the arrangement 
will be chronological.

^  lethurum, 516-518,
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Aligning herself with the first group of or!ties

who, in general, found very little autobi © graph!oal data
in the dull-witted, simple-minded fietional narrator,
Marehette Ohute eomments on the seen# at the Tabard Inn at
the beginning of the pilgrimage and makes her interpretation
of Ohaucer the pilgrim clear at the outsets

On this particular evening in April, Twenty- 
nine people were lodged at the Tabard Inn in 
Southwlrk on their way to Canterbury the next 
morning, and Ohaucer says that he spoke with them 
all* ' ■

■While this is unquestionably what Geoffrey 
Ohaucer himself would have done, It is not the 
real Ohaucer who makes his appearance in the 0T„
It is"nTGeoffrey,M the same fat, well-meaning, not 
very intelligent individual who was so thoroughly 
lectured by the Eagle in the HF0 Geoffrey has 

. become, if anything, slightly more feeble-minded 
wTth the passage of the years. for he is the only 
one among the pilgrims who is incapable of offering 
a presentable tale in rhymeo'®

The host offers some free comments on Geoffrey* s 
manners and his waist measure, and then orders him 
to begin his tale in the peremptory manner that 
adults use towards the young* Geoffrey remains 
humble and eager t® ©bilge* He only knows one 
s$pry, a rhyme he learned long ago, but he proffers 
this hopefully to the eempany0

Geoffrey is as much Ohaucer8 s literary creation 
as the Pardoner or the Prioress, and Ohaucer gives 
him the kind of story that is perfectly suited to 
his limited supply '®f brains (Ohute, pQ 297)0
Ohute further states that Ohaucer went far beyond 

the literary fashion of disparaging his own work and in
sulted himself thoroughly* The dreamer in the BE is ex
tremely slow in the wits, a naive, trusting, foolish soul, 
and automatically a butt* She continues, "The portrait 
bears about as much resemblance to Geoffrey Ohaucer himself,

16 Chute, Geoffrey Ohaucer of England, p* 248*
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0ourtier, diplomat, justice of the peace and member of 
Parliament, as his jokes on. women bear a direct resemblance 
to his wif@0 But it was a portrait that Ohaueer increas
ingly enjoyedo . » (Ohute, pp. 93-94). She places 
"Geffrey" of the HP in the same category and admits but 
one autobiographical allusion— the reference to his resi
dence over Aldgate to which he hurried home after his day's 
work and buried himself in another book (Ohute, p. 108).

James Kreuser, while stressing the difference 
between the Dreamer awake in the BB and the Dreamer in the 
dream, agrees with Kittredge that he cannot be identified 
with Ohaueer himself. He continuesi

He is, rather, a conventional type— the sleepless 
Barrator— with certain realistic details added by 
Ohaueer to make him an individual.1?

However, he mentions that in the other dream poems Ohaueer
makes no distinction between the Dreamer awake and the
Dreamer asleep because he is in reality a humorous self-
portrait of the author. He continues!

In the HP, for example, much of the humor depends 
on the reader's awareness that the lagle has in 
his claws the Geoffrey who is to be identified 
with the author not only of the Prologue but of . 

as well!Kreuzer. 545).
That the narrator in the GT is in no sense Ohaueer

is the opinion of Ben ICimpel as he asserts:
Indeed the narrator in the GT is not a definite 
enough personality to prove anything. . . . This 
humble and rather stupid but well-meaning narrator

IT James E. Kreuzer, "The Dreamer in the Book of the 
Duchess," m m ,  LOT (1951),545. .
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is mot unlike the narraters in the Hff. the PP and 
M¥° ig, a literary deviee. and one of which 
Ohauoer was evidently fondl If it were net for 
the ’Sir Thopas’ links he would he a very shadowy 
figure. Sxeept for the opinion whioh he volunteers 
on the various pilgrims in the Prologue, he does 
about as little as a narrator eould do until he is 
called on to tell his own tale.1°
Donaldson has told us that Ohaueer and his fictional 

surrogate are separate, hut merge also, and in analysing 
the mentality of Ohaueer the pilgrim, he emphasizes the 
differences between the author and his dull-witted creations

The temperamental similarity (between the two 
Ghaueers) is in turn chiefly important as a device 
that serves to bring out the more significant 
mental dissimilarity between Ohaueer the ooet and 
Ohaueer the narrator. It is here that the latter 
takes leave of the former, for while the narrator 
is almost unfailingly simple-minded, the poet who 
has created him and has found a place for his 
simplicity in the poem— -indeed has sometimes made 
the meaning depend on it— -is anything but simple- 
minded. The intellectual difference between the 
two can and often does constitute a philosophical 
commentary on the poem. ^

The pilgrim Ohaueer is, in his own unpretentious 
way, a seeker after truth. . . .  But our pilgrim's 
way of proceeding on his quest reveals from the 
very beginning a fatal overconfidence in his ability 
to see things as they are merely by looking at them 
hard. . . . The narrator’s undiscriminating.atti
tude ironically condemns, literally appreciates 
(Donaldson, pp.
A definite separation between Ohaueer the Pilgrim 

and Ohaueer the poet is made by Eosemary Woolf in her 
comments on the self-portrait in the OT. She states that

18 Ben Kimpel, "The Barrator of the Canterbury Tales," 
DDE, XX (1953), 86.

19 Donaldson, Ohaueer’s Poetry, p. 878.
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GhaUeer was writing in a eonventional manner, but added 
his own individuality:

Ohaueer1s use of an*I* ©haraeter in his early 
poems belongs to the tradition of sueh eharaoters 
in dream visions, but, with an ingenious variation 
that the character appears naive, well-meaning, and 
obtuse, and the .joke thus depends on the discrep
ancy between this figure in the poetry and the poet 
of wit and intelligence who wrote the whole0 Thus, 
this treatmenF^oTthe"~rIT~^’haraetQr is new in that 
it presupposes the poet in a way that the other 
characters do nots

Though there are various departures from con
sistency, it is through the eyes of Ohaueer the 
pilgrim, not Ohaueer the poet, that the characters 
in the Prologue are chiefly presented* Obviously 
the choice of detail shows the sharp seleetiveness 
of the satirist, but the friendly enthusiastic un
sophisticated, unjudging tone is that of Ohaucer 
the pilgrim* 0̂
Enlarging upon the idea that the central theme of

the HP is the enlightenment of the obtuse narrator, David
Bevington explains that this main character, who is ideal-

21istie and naively simple, is fictional*
In opposition to the viewpoint that the dramatis 

persona was a completely fictional character, another group 
of critics during the 1950,s expressed the idea that the 
self-portrait was a humorous pose of the author, and con
trasted the mental capabilities of the two personalities* 
Goghill maintains that Ohaueer introduced himself as a

20 Rosemary Woolf, "Survey: Ohaueer as a Satirist 
in the General Prologue to the Panterbury Tales." Critical 
Quarterly. Vol* i, no* 2 (1959), 150-151*

21 David M* Bevington, "The Obtuse Barrator in 
Ohaueer8s House of Fame," Speculum, XXX?I (1961), 297°



eharaeter In every major poem exoept the TO beginning with
the. Bis

This is the first of his many appearances as 
a simpleton, a man of unsuecess but of excellent 
good will, an asker of foolish questions and not 
a great giver of wise answersc later in the HP 
such a Chaucer was to appear and be lectured and 
patronized by a birds im the OT by a publican.
This great device of the laugh against oneself, 
seems to me one, if not a chief, source of all 
his humour. It combines a certain prominence of 
self with an endearing modesty. It can be used 
to give a flavour of naivete, or, if need be, of 
subtle comment, preposterous, ironical, serious, 
or sly, 22

John Speirs discourses on the self-portrait in the 
HP, Book II, the humor shown, and the implied comment on 
the learning of the poets

Borne upwards in the eagle* s talons he wonders 
'wher Jove wol me stellifye,^ This tone of bur
lesque is the tone of the prolonged colloquy in 
the second book between the clerkly eagle and the 
bewildered poet„in his bizarre situation in the 
eagle8s talons,.

We see now how beautifully it burlesques the 
absurdity of pedantry which Chaucer, himself so 
learned, seems aware he risked (Speirs, p, 145),
"All of the slurs on the poet's intelligence and

on his skill as a literary artist are meant to be funny,"
writes Kemp Malone of Chaucer's direct and indirect self-

24characterizations, "We must never forget that the poet's

28 Ooghill, The Poet Chaucer, p, 28,
^  Speirs, Chaucer the Maker, p, 43,
24 Kemp Malone, Chapters on Chaucer, (Baltimore, The 

Johns Hopkins Press, 195T), p, 153,



audience, or his public, as we new say, knew him personally, 
They would not be taken in when he pretended a lack of 
learning or explained that "my wit.is short" (Malone, p, 27) 

Be So Brewer connects the self-portrait with Ohaueer 
himself in the G version of the Prologue LGils

The later version also writes at somewhat 
greater length of Geoffrey Ghaueer himself, in 
the familiar image'HTwMnli seems to have assuaged 
both his modesty and that desire to introduce 
himself into his poetry which he shares with 
Langland agj. Gower), of an amiable but absurd

Baum finds that Ohaueer the poet speaks through the
self-portrait or "alter ego" who goes on the pilgrimage to

26Canterbury5
The dual meaning of 81! in the GP, Chaucer 

the pilgrim and Chaucer the poet, may well persist 
through the subsequent links (Baum, p, 141),

Continuing his discussion of the CT, he states, "Chaucer 
uses his self-portrait in such a way that he constantly 
exposes, but seldom deplores. This escape from respon
sibility into humor, from severity into laughter, is cer
tainly part of him, and if there is a reason, we can only 
guess at it"(Baum, p, 21), Baum maintains that the comic 
pose may be a cover-up for personal suffering, but that the 
only autobiographical references are in the minor poems,

Brewer, Chaucer, p, 120,
^  Pauli P, Baum, Chaucer, A Critical Appreciation. 

(Durham, Duke University Press, 1958), P° 5.
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Iienvoy de Ohauoer d Bukton and Lenvoy de Ohauoer d Soossan

«=a«=»w d m  W^*3»iur»ei«w*=Bal«a«a eaMMmaeCTsKOesBstose raxsexsi asxegssoinnvi wMW

(Baum, pp0 9-10),
Thus, we see that this group of commentators 

stressed the humor and simple-mindedness of the self- 
portrait as a pose of the author for various reasons. They 
emphasized the contrast between the dull-wits of the dramatis 
persona.and the cleverness and wit of the poet.

That the semi-fietive narrator is really a very
clever fellow of high intelligence in spite of his sim
pleton remarks, that the apparent stupidity and obtuseness 
of the dramatis persona is a pose which is managed very 
adroitly for many purposes, and that this self-portrait 
sometimes merges and sometimes is quite separate from the 
personality of the poet is the view of three critics who 
write during the middle of the twentieth century.

In an article titled "The lock of the Duchess Re
opened" (1952) Bronson analyzes the character and actions 
of the Dreamer and maintains that "there is nothing in 
this narrative nor in the dialogue which punctuates it that 
need be taken as insensibility or forgetfulness or egregious 
simplicity on the part of the Dreamer." He states that the 
whole situation of drawing out the story of the Knight's 
loss and extending sympathy to him "could not have been 
handled with more awareness and delicacy by Geoffrey Ohauoer, 
courtier, man of the world and poet, in propria persona, 
had it confronted him so in actual life. The intelligence



of the Dreamer should he taken for granted,11
He praises @haueer8s literary achievement and 

reaffirms his stand that an author reading to an audience 
as Ohaueer undoubtedly did, could not use the autobio
graphical method and mean anyone other than himself, unless 
he states that he is definitely quoting. He explains:

This is not to say that he [the author] may 
not present himself, or aspects of his total self, 
in such fashion as he pleases, and with such em
phasis or bias as he wills or cannot avoid, .But 
it is still himself that he is representing, 
however posed and semi-dramatic| and comparison 
follows inevitably (Bronson, 87©)0

He takes the opposite viewpoint from that of Kittredge on
the fietive Dreamer in the BP, as he tells us:

When Kittredge says that the Dreamer 'is as
much a part of the fiction as the Merchant or the 
Pardoner or the Host is a part of the fiction in 
the GT,' we must protest that this is true only as 
we consider that Ohaueer himself is everywhere and 
throughout an essential 5 part of the fiction' in 
the GT, and elsewhere; the fiction being Ohaueer's 
Ohaueer, meeting and responding to characters and 
scenes in his work and being reported on to his 
audience by that other Ohaueer, of flesh and blood,
then and there present before them (Bronson, 878)„
"Happily oblivious of the boundaries of the point

of view of the first person, Ohaueer has expanded the first
person narrator--Ghaueer the pilgrim— to omniscience,"

pAwrites Ralph Baldwin in "The Unity of the Canterbury Tales,"

^  Bertrand H, Bronson, "The Book of the Duchess Re
opened, " BMM., LXVTI (1952), 877.

Ralph Baldwin, "The Unity of the Canterbury 
Tales." Anvilstica, Vol, 4-7 (1955), 69.
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He continues his discussion by illustrating that Ohaueer 
the pilgrim and Ohaueer the. poet are separate entities:

There are drawn up in the GP the provisions, 
for a form that at its extreme of modulation, as 
in the parody 8Sir Thopas,8 becomes one of the 
most complex instruments of voice in the language 
XlaTdwin,"^?) o

The first person singular in line 20, and the 
first person possessive adjective in line 21 [In 
Southwerk at the Tabard as I lay / Hedy to wenden 
on my pilgrymage], identify’"©, poet with a pilgrim, 
though it is by no means and~necessarily"the real 
Chaucero The style may be the man, but the lit
erary voice rarely is. « . . (Baldwin, 69).

And then he shows that the personality of the poet and the
pilgrim merge, as he comments on the Prologue to Sir Thopas:

Hone of the pilgrims present identifies Chaucer 
the Poet with Ohaueer the Pilgrim* . Even when"the 
Host turns to him with a””8 What man artow?8, as he 
calls upon Chaucer for his stint, the rhetorical 
glaze is thick upon the questieno

Yet there is an historical Chaucer, the 
author with a reputation, S fact which he cap
italizes upon boldly during the course of the Tales: 
explicitly, in the Prologue to the Man of Law8 s 
Tale* The Insights gained at such intersections 
in the text of the Pilgrim Chaucer and the histor
ical Chaucer, engineered incognito by the Poet 
Chaucer, allow for playfulness and.arch-irony; in 
short, they lend an urbane depth to the speech 
situation (Baldwin, 6?)*
In 1960 Bronson reiterates his views on the Im

portance of the effect of the audience on oral delivery by 
an author, in this instance, Chaucer:

If he is humorous, wise, and witty, he will be 
self-conscious in a varying degree; and he will 
try to be modest and unassuming, entertaining and 
probably ironic in the way in which he expresses 
himself* » » , If he is given to irony he will add 
spice to his discourse * . „ «, and self-mockery, or
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the refusal to take oneself too seriously, Is 
an essential Ingredient In personal allusions If 
they are not to become offensive.

In perhaps no other poetry ever written has 
an author established between himself and. his 
audience a bond so Immediate, so personal, so 
amusing, so teasingly full of nuance, so decep
tively transparent, so delicately eluslve-~in a word, so highly civilized, 9̂
In our own decade, Bronson continues, the lead 

that Kittredge started with his analysis of a completely 
fictional Dreamer in the BD has been followed by ’'instruc
tions that the speaker in the GP is only a reporter and 
quite unaware of the meaning of what he sees, a bourgeois 
spirit powerfully impressed by appearances and more than 
ready to accept the values, as he loves the splendours, of 
high society; snobbish and dim-witted (Bronson, pp. 28-29)= 
The narrators in the HF and Parliament have also been anaW 
lyzed as separable fictions; it is a current fad to discuss 
the persona, or in Ghaueer’s poetry as separate and 
distinct from his creator. With this Bronson does not 
agree, for he writes, "One figure is omnipresent in all 
his work, and that is himself as objectified in his various 
narrative writings"(Bronson, pp. 29, 25).

In an article entitled "The Personality of Chaucer 
the Pilgrim," (1960) John M. Major avers that the Barrator 
of the OT is a persona of some sort, as Ohaueer the man is

9̂ Bertrand H. Bronson. In Search of Chaucer. (Uni
versity of Toronto Press, 1960), p. 30.
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not along. Information which the persona could not know 
Is supplied fey the author himself, and the omniscient 
viewpoint shifts to first person narrator and back un
real! sti ©ally. He continuess

This fact by itself ought to signify that 
Chaucer's persona just barely has an existence 
of .his own--that he is, actually, little more 
than a shadowy extension of the poet himself.. 
put forth and withdrawn to suit the poet's needs.

Major disagrees with Donaldson's stand that the Narrator
is a complete fictive personality quite different from
Chaucer*So He comments on the cleverness of the personas

If, on the other hand, we think of the Narrator 
as a kind of alter ego of the Poet himself, with 
just so many shades of difference as allow for 
ironic play, no difficulty is raised by the alter
nating points of view. The Narrator reveals him
self to be, like his creator, perceptive, witty. 
sophisticated, playful. tolerant, detached, and 
above all, ironic„ Such a man is very well aware . 
of the significance of what he observes, though he 
may show his awareness by subtle means.

It is an ironic, playful Narrator who also 
deprecates his own intelligence and literary skill. 
This"is, of course, one of Chaucerrs standard jokes 
on himself, like the jokes about his corpulence; 
it crops up everywhere--in the HP, the PP, TO and 
the LG¥oThe same self-styled booby recites the * drasty' 
tale of Sir Thopas and the long-winded Melibeus. 
in a spirit of pure rollicking fun aimed at amusing 
the readers, burlesquing fashionable romances (and 
dull sermons?), pulling the legs of the other pil
grims, showing up the Host for a fraudulent lit
erary critic, and finally, with superb daring, 
laughing at the whole pretentious scheme of his 
author's composition^ It is all of a piece, and 
to see Chaucer the pilgrim as anyone other than a 
marvelously alert, ironic, facetious master of 
every situation is loHmisread the Of* ”30

30 John Mo Major, "The Personality of Chaucer the 
Pilgrim.11 PMLA, DXXf (i960), 162.
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Sims it is plain that during these two decades one 

group of critics characterized the dramatis persona as 
completely fictional— a literary device, a conventional 
Dreamer individualized with Chaucer* s verisimilitude, and 
many times, as in the character of the pilgrim-narrator of 
the CT particularly, dull-wittedo Kreuzer differentiates 
between the fietive Dreamer of the BD and the narrators of 
the HF and the D®¥, who, he contends, must be identified 
with the poet Chaucer* A few commentators stressed the 
fact that the self-portrait was merely a self-deprecatory, 
modest and humorous pose of the author, and contrasted this 
semi-fictitious persona* s ineptness and lack of brains with 
the intelligent poet. Three critics— Bronson, Baldwin, and 
Maoor— olaim that the persona is an extension of Chaucer * s 
own personality and laud the brilliance of the achievement 
in conceiving the ironical, clever, and versatile character.

In conclusion, I have selected examples from Chaucer 
revealing the semi-fictitious self-portrait. In attempting 
to analyze this character, I have noted similarities and 
dissimilarities to Chaucer the poet. I will briefly review 
the three aspects of the narrator*s personality— physical, 
temperamental or emotional, and mental— -as revealed in the 
poems and compare them to Chaucer the poet as we know the 
facts of his life.

The physical self-portrait as he describes himself, 
or someone else describes him, is a person too old to learn
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astronomy (while he is suspended high in the air in the 
claws of an Eagle) 9 an "olde foie/' who is in his dotage,
11 ho or and rounds of shap," large in the "waast," although 
he is a "popet*"

The narrative "1" is most inconsistent in his 
avowals or disavowals of love* In several early poems he 
professes to suffer pangs of unrequited love, in one in
stance for eight years| in other poems he claims either 
complete ignorance of love "in dede," or else that he has 
been a lover in his youth* He is overcome in the face of 
incomprehensible events by wonder and awe— "the wondres me 
mette in my swever," a castle "wonderlyoh ywrought," ,the 
Black Knight8s complaint, which is "the most pitee, the 
moste rowthe" that he ever heard* He is very deferential 
and humble as he waits for the mourning knight to notice 
him in the BE, and in the M W  as he "salawedes" the God of 
love, who compares him to a worm* In the Prologue to Sir 
Thopas the Host finds him looking on the ground "as thou 
woldest fynde an hare*"

In the HE, Jove has taken pity on the hermit-like 
existence of the author, Geffrey, who works all day at his 
"rekenynges," then goes home to sit at another book "domb 
as any stoon" until he is "daswed," although his "abstynency 
ys lyte*" The author, "disesperat of all© blys," (although 
he suffers "debonairly"), is being rewarded for his writings 
about love by a trip to the House of fame, Geffrey confides



that he has to© little gold in his pnrse, and that someone 
rather rudely awakens him in the mornings <,

$he narrator in the 3?]? and the LGW tells us that 
he loves old books, reads them a great deal, and gives 
eredenoe to their stories and wisdom. But when springtime 
eomes we learn from the that he tosses them aside for 
a season to spend all day in the meadows worshiping the red 
and white daisies. When night falls he goes to sleep in 
his "litel herber,M whieh he has had freshly benched with 
turves«

The mental capabilities of the semi-fictitious nar
rator are practically non-existent according to his own 
assertions as well as remarks from other characters in the 
poems. He is a dullard, a simpleton, a dim-wit— "my wit be 
11te," "my wit is short, ye may wel understand©," He might 
not be able to "set folk in hir degree," and he blindly 
follows his author, "if I konne," He not only thoroughly 
insults himself, but the great Eagle in the HE speaks patron 
isingly of the "lyte wit" that he has in his head, although 
he makes "books, songes, dytees"; the God of Dove character
ises him as "nothyng able," even though he is the author of 
Troilus and Qrlseyde, the HE, the BE, the PE, and has trans
lated the Romance of the Rose, and "Boeee" (Prol, G, LGW, 
404-441)„ Alceste defends his writing of the Rose and 
Orlseyde by telling the God of Love that he did it inno- 
< cently and "nyste what he seyde," The pilgrim Ghaucer de
scribes his fellow travelers with seemingly innocent remarks
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■which are many times ironical thrusts delineating char
acter. When the Host calls on him for "som deyntee thyng,11 
the pilgrim gravely recites the "beginnings of a long- 
winded romance in doggerel verse, which even the Host calls 
"drasty speche.11 When he is called to a halt, he plain
tively asks why, "since it is the best thing that I konne?"

SText, considering the similarity or dissimilarity 
of the s©mi-fistive self-portrait to Ghaucer the poet, we 
find that the physical description of the character is quite 
obviously given in a humorous vein as a fat, small cari
cature. This cannot be taken seriously as a literal de
scription of the poet. Many of the references to advancing 
years are in a light vein, and unless supported by external 
evidence, they cannot be considered as serious autobio
graphical data.

The inconsistencies in the pattern of the poetic 
"j’s" avowals of love, or his disclaimers of any knowledge 
of it whatsoever, preclude any transfer of the emotion from 
the semi-fietive character to that of the poet’s life. We 
know nothing about the state of Chaucer’s affections, or the 
happiness or unhappiness of his marriage. The credulous, 
naive aspects of the narrator’s temperament bear no re
semblance to that of Ghaucer’s personality, for as a dip
lomat and man of affairs, he was anything but naive and un
sophisticated. He may have been a keen observer of nature, 
but other than that supposition, no autobiographical
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inferences can "be applied to his eharaeter from the remarks 
of the poetical "1" about his love for nature„

The remarks of the self-portrait about his dim 
wits and his obtuseness are humorous, ironical statements 
and cannot be taken literally as applying to Chaucer's char
acter* From other sources we do know that Chaucer worked 
as Comptroller of the Custom and that he was the author of 
many prose and poetical works, so references to "rekenynges" 
and the authorship of various pieces of literature may be 
taken literally*

Some of Chaucer's purposes in creating his semi- 
fictive narrator will be considered next* Physically, as 
we have noted, he was humorously depicted as short or small
and corpulent, an exaggerated likeness of the author* The
poetic "I" of the BD was partly a conventional sleepless, 
lovesick narrator in a conventional dream vision poem which 
Chaucer adapted to suit a particular occasion* The deference 
and tact which the protagonist showed toward the Black Knight 
was only slightly comic, and could be considered an extension 
of the personality of the author as he offered comfort to 
his patron, John of Gaunt, for the loss of his wife, and 
paid a courtly compliment to her* Again, the narrator in the 
HP is partly conventional, but he is "Geffrey,11 "disesperat 
of alls blys," who works all day at his "rekeyngs" and then
buries himself in his books* This hapless author, who is
lectured by the wise Eagle, uses his feeble wit to write



poetry in honor of love, although the Eagle elaims that 
he knows not love "in dede=" Thus, in the HP, the semi- 
fietive self-portrait has a great deal of resemblanee to 
the poet Chaucer, as a lively humorous caricature in all 
three aspects of his personality* It would have been es
pecially effective as the author read his poem before a 
courtly audience and exploited the humor of the exaggerated 
resemblances*

The protagonist of the LBW again is characterised 
as a frightened, comical, dim-witted author who is being 
sternly lectured by the mighty God of hove* He has trans
lated the Romaunt of the Rose and written Trcilus and 
Oriseyde. which the God of Love says are "heresyes ageyns 
my lawe„" He is also the author of the HP, the ID, the PF 
we are told by Alcestes* Chaucer, in the LGW was using a 
conventional love-vision genre, which he adapted for his . 
own purposes* The protagonist again is a comical extension 
of the poet’s own personality*

In the OT the pilgrim-narrator is designated as 
Chaucer in the "murye wordes of the Hoost to Chaucer,"
"Chaucers Tale of Thopas,” and "Chaucers Tale of Melibee*R 
It is through the eyes of the witty, clever, ironical pil
grim that we view the drama of the whole assemblage* The 
semi-fictive pilgrim is really a complex extension of the 
personality of the poet, however much of a distortion or 
contrast he presents*
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I  "Mill summarize briefly the trend© in the criti

cism of the self-portrait during the three periods covered 
ih the body of the thesis„

In the nineteenth century critics drew on many of 
Ohaucer's poems for autobiographical allusions* Most of 
the commentators considered the description of the pilgrim- 
narrator in the Prologue to Sir Thopas a literal descrip
tion of the author* Some of the leading scholars scanned 
many poems for personal allusions to an unhappy love affair 
of many years’ duration and an unhappy marriage, weaving 
these into a "Chaucer legend*" The narrator8s pretense of 
dull wits was considered a humorous pose assumed by the 
author*

In the first half of the twentieth century, many 
commentators still accepted the physical description of the 
pilgrim-narrator from the Prologue to Sir ffhopas as a serious 
portrait of the poet* 4. few commented on the humorous sketch 
contained in the Prologue to Sir Shopas* luring the early 
years of the century many transferred the shy and reserved 
temperament shown by the persona to the character of Qhaueer* 
Then came the gradual acceptance of the fact that the ab
stracted mood of the little pilgrim was caused by the seri
ous Prioress's Tale, and that he was really a sociable char
acter as depicted in the scene at the Tabard Inn* Many auto
biographical allusions were drawn from these self-portraits*
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in examination of Chaucer9 s sources by several 

scholars revealed that many of the seemingly personal pro
testations of love and expressed love for nature voiced by 
the narrative "I" were commonplace conventional expressions* 
The historical criticism did much to dispel the Chaucer 
legend* However, it was still repeated "by some critics with 
allowance made for convention*

The mental density of the self-portrait was empha
sized "by some scholars* A few others commented on the nar
rator9 s assumed pose of stupidity which was in accordance 
with the conventional dream vision poems* Hone of the 
critics in their statements made a clear distinction all of 
the time "between Chaucer the poet and the fietive narrator*

During the last fifteen years the physical de
scription of the dramatis persona has been generally ac
cepted as a humorous exaggerated likeness of the author*
The conventional nature of the emotions expressed by the 
dreamer-narrator have been acknowledged* Some critics 
stress the fact that the ED and the LOW, particularly, con
tain courtly compliments, which Chaucer made through the 
guise of the poetic "I" to show his personal respect for 
some ladies of the nobility* The search for some lovely 
unknown beauty as the object of the poet9s affections was 
continued by a few critics* Many commentators agreed that 
the author1s love of nature, as well as his respect for 
books, was expressed through the self-portrait*



Some erltles thought that the self-portrait was 
non-autohl© graphical, a dull-witted fietive character* 
Others contrasted the personalities of the author and the 
narrator, considering the self-portrait merely a humorous 
pose of the author* Several praised Ohaucer for his 
creation of semi-fictitious narrators who merged and sep
arated from the poet8s personality and who were really very 
clever, ironical and witty*



JLBBB27IAH0ES, GHAUGER'S WORKS

B3)a » o «, a The Book of the Duchess
Buk 0 0 6 0  Denvoy de Ghaueer & Bukton 
OTo 6 = 6 6  The Canterbury Tales
OP= 0 0 6= The General Prologue
HP= 6 6 0 = The House of fame
LGW 0 0 0 6 The Legend of Good Women
PPo 6 6 6 6 The Parliament of Powls
Pityo = o 6 The Oomnlalnt unto Pity
11= 6 = 6 6  The Romaunt of the Rose

Lenvoy de Ghaueer d Seogan 
Sir Thopas 

TO, 0 6 6 6 Trollus and Grlseyde
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APPMEIX 
A BRISff LIFE OF OHAUGER

The date of Geoffrey Chaucer*s birth is imknowa, 
but it was probably 1343-1344, according to his testimony 
in. the Scrope-Grosvenor trial in. 1386 when, he testified 
that he was then "forty years old and more," and the 
fact that he was in military service in France in 1359=
He was attached to the household of Elizabeth, Countess of 
Ulster and wife of Prince Lionel, from 1357, but we do not 
knew how long this alliance lasted. In 1360 he was released 
as a prisoner of war in France for a ransom, and the next 
record is that of 1367 when he received from King Edward III 
a pension of twenty marks for life and was styled "dileetus 
vallectus noster«," He was engaged in a series of diplo
matic missions to France and Italy over the next ten years 
in the service of the king.

The date of his marriage is not known, as Philippa 
Ohaucer is not actually described as his wife until 1374, 
the date that Ohaucer and his wife Philippa received a 
pension from John of Gaunt for good services rendered to 
his family. Philippa Ohaucer was daughter of Sir Payne Roet, 
and sister to Katherine Swynford, who was later John of 
Gaunt* s third wife. In 1374 Ohaucer obtained rent free 
from the municipality of London the house above Aldgate 
which he did not give up until 1388. It was in 1374, also, 
that he was made Controller of Customs and Subsidy of Wools, 
Skins and Hides in the port of London and continued in that 
position for twelve years., . Between 1376 and 1381 he was



again sent on several diplomatic missions to France and 
Italy* In 1382 he was appointed Controller of the Petty 
Customs on wines and other merchandise, but for unknown 
reasons his employment at the Custom House came to an end 
in 13860 In this same year he was elected Knight of the 
Shire for the County of Kent*

As Clerk of the King's Works for twenty-three months 
during 1389-= 1390, he had charge of buildings and repairs 
in the Tower, Westminster Palace and eight other royal res- 
ideneeso In addition to that, he was commissioned to re
pair St. George's Chapel, Windsor, and build scaffolds for 
two tournaments„ And finally, he was appointed on a com
mission to repair Woolwich. In 1391 he gave up the Clerk
ship of the Works and was appointed deputy forester of the 
fo'yal forest of Worth P ether ton in Somerset. He was reap
pointed in 1398o

In 1393 he received a gift of ten pounds for good 
service rendered to the King during the past year, and in 
1394.,he was granted a new annuity of twenty pounds. King 
Hichard gave him a butt of wine yearly, and King Henry IV 
in 1399 renewed Richard's grants of the annuity of twenty 
pounds and the hogshead of wine, and gave an additional an
nuity of forty marks. Chaucer leased a house in the garden 
of Westminster Abbey for fifty three years in 1399° His 
last pension was recorded in June of 1400, and the date of 
death inscribed on his tombstone in Westminster Abbey is



October 25. 1'400«*
The earliest portrait of Chaucer was painted, or

•jcommissioned to be painted, by Occleve, and is a memory 
painting of his "maister dere and fader reverent”(Spielmann, 
pp. 3-4), a miniature marginal likeness of Chaucer illus
trating "Be Res&mine Prineinum.” Earlelan MS 4866 in the 
British Museum. Tatloek states that Chaucer's height was

2about five foot six from a measurement of his long bones.

*1 cite Robinson, Works, xix-xxviii.
1 M. H. Spielmann, The Portraits of Geoffrey Chaucer. 

(London, The Royal Society of Literature, 190077 p. 4.
2 Tatloek, The Mind and Art of Chaucer, pp. 16-17.
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